A Post-\textit{Dobbs} Future: Bailing Water Downstream to Center Democracy’s Children

Charisa Smith*

The reversal of Roe v. Wade\textsuperscript{1} by Dobbs v. Jackson Women’s Health Organization\textsuperscript{2} not only imperils vital reproductive freedom across the United States but also illuminates the countless ways that childhood precarity will be exacerbated downstream now that forced births are sanctioned by the state. While an individual’s reasons for exercising abortion rights in a particular circumstance are personal and complex, the decimation of reproductive self-determination diminishes possible alternative life paths for children and threatens to destabilize communities amidst a lingering global pandemic. Although those who oppose reproductive autonomy cloak themselves in rhetoric centering children and families, right-wing law and policy priorities consistently imperil children and families. Just as America’s tattered social safety net disregards human vulnerability throughout the life course, interconnected public systems with a punitive and often violent orientation simultaneously curtail marginalized children’s basic ability to function and survive. These developments exist amidst a backdrop that this author previously coined the “empathy gap,” wherein public perception and legal responses towards marginalized communities depend largely upon spurious preconceived notions about race, ethnicity, class, and deviance.\textsuperscript{3}

This Article addresses the question of how the legal landscape, as well as daily political life, should shift to mitigate the forthcoming damage that Dobbs (and forced caregiving) will inevitably inflict upon children and families. Those seeking to truly provide for and empower children must interrogate and
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reject the entrenched, systemic barriers that already cause harm. Examining several ubiquitous, punitive systems of intervention that will undoubtedly cause amplified damage to children in the wake of Dobbs, this Article ultimately argues that a post-Dobbs democracy requires a paradigm shift towards abolition, re-imagination, and revitalized self-governance. Efforts to rescue children from a deluge of precarity and avoid ripples of socioeconomic impact must prioritize the eradication of the school-to-prison pipeline, the famil-policing system, and the overgrown carceral state. Without that vital paradigm shift, the United States risks figuratively drowning children in hardship and repression, towards an immense loss of future civic participation and workforce stability. More than ever, realigned budget priorities (particularly divestment-reinvestment) and widespread self-governance are a vital baseline for ensuring that children—whether planned or unplanned—and their families avoid dire outcomes. After discussing numerous promising examples across the country, this Article makes recommendations for best practices and future advocacy.

It was an especially hot day in an Orlando, Florida classroom, and six-year-old Kaia felt irritable and a bit out of breath. Her teacher’s first grade lesson was very tough to follow. Although she tried to stay interested and calm, Kaia felt herself become more upset. With her sleep apnea, sometimes Kaia just could not get enough rest for a growing six-year-old, and she felt so uncomfortable during long school days that she ended up acting out. Before she knew it, Kaia became physical and was in the midst of a childhood temper tantrum. She did not mean to, but Kaia ended up kicking Ms. Lewis as the teacher tried to contain her, and Kaia’s physical discomfort and emotions flared. Crying uncontrollably, Kaia became terrified when Officer Turner of the Orlando Police Department towered over her. Officer Turner violently grabbed her and forced her small arms and wrists into handcuffs. School staff and officials simply looked on, despite knowing of Kaia’s medical condition and creating her a Behavior Intervention Plan as a mandated special education provider. Kaia sobbed, “Please! Please! I wanna go back! Let me go!” but Officer Turner gruffly dragged her down the hall in handcuffs and pushed her into the police car. He congratulated Kaia on “breaking the record” as the youngest person he had ever arrested.

Kaia’s grandmother Meralyn did not get word of Kaia’s arrest until well after the traumatized six-year-old was in custody. Kaia was denied the comfort of her grandmother’s visit even after being hauled to the Juvenile Assessment Center, where she was fingerprinted and had her mugshot taken. Officer Turner had a history of misconduct, was previously suspended for using excessive force on a teenager, and had actually arrested a six-year-old boy the same day Kaia was arrested. Kaia’s family would later file a lawsuit against Officer Turner, his supervisor, the Orlando police chief, the mayor, and the city of Orlando for unreasonable seizure; excessive force; violation of due process and equal
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protection; violation of the Americans with Disabilities Act and the Rehabilitation Act for discriminating against children with disabilities; and the tort claims false arrest, battery, assault, intentional infliction of emotional distress, and negligence. Yet, Kaia ultimately experienced lingering trauma, social stigma, educational delays, and exacerbated health issues for years, while the school district was not named as a defendant, and underlying issues of zero tolerance school discipline policies, racism, gender stereotyping, and other systemic oppression impacting students throughout the district remained unaddressed. 4
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INTRODUCTION

Regardless of states’ differing protections for reproductive autonomy, the *Dobbs v. Jackson Women’s Health Organization* decision now ushers in an era of widespread forced parenting, exacerbated precarity for children and families, and potential socioeconomic devastation in the short- and long-term. To best respond to these newfound conditions of state-enforced caregiving and intensified socioeconomic distress for many, it is critical to interrogate how prevailing state systems and institutions inflict violence, perpetuate suffering, reinforce dominance, and stymie attempts to further empowerment and well-being for children and families. Though conservative attacks on reproductive autonomy are cloaked in the guise of care for babies and family life, the corresponding neoliberal, capitalist orientation to law and social policy justifies profound inequality in wealth, position, and power—abandoning support for individuals in vulnerable positions throughout the human life course, including (but not limited to) basic social goods like maternal and child healthcare, early childhood education, K-12 education, elder care, disability services, and affordable housing.⁵

On the contrary, the United States is the only industrialized nation that denies its populace any kind of legal recognition of a basic right to care.⁶ The predominant conservative position accordingly justifies rampant inequality by emphasizing individual liberty (including freedom to contract), purported autonomy, and supposed meritocracy within the free market, while constraining any state obligation to more equitably distribute access, resources, responsibilities, or power among individuals, groups, or institutions.⁷ “COVID Capitalism” austerity measures and sociopolitical suppression have only amplified inequality.⁸

While asserting the necessity of reproductive autonomy in a functioning democracy and focusing on the material realities of child

---

⁵ Martha Albertson Fineman, *The Vulnerable Subject and the Responsive State*, 60 EMORY L.J. 251, 251–52 (2010) [hereinafter Fineman, *The Vulnerable Subject*].


and family well-being, this Article illuminates how the current legal landscape, and three key public systems, inflict state violence and curtail children’s basic capacity to function and survive. Examining the family-policing system(s) (“FPS”), the school-to-prison pipeline, and (briefly) the carceral system, this Article argues that such interconnected, publicly funded legal institutions and interventions not only damage marginalized children and families but also seriously injure society and the marketplace in the long term—now at a time when forced caregiving wreaks further havoc. Ironically, these three systems ostensibly exist to serve people’s needs yet have become behavior-modification programs and systems of retribution that regulate those who rely on them and punitively enforce compliance.  

The direness of forced caregiving alone cannot be understated. Laws not only deny reproductive autonomy—violating basic human dignity and personhood—but also create a multi-faceted crisis. Research from both the United States and abroad reveals how profoundly denials of wanted abortion harm children, families, and society, whereas autonomy over pregnancy and childrearing provide decisive benefits. States and the federal system are completely unprepared for the “coming surge of babies” that will arrive due to violations of reproductive autonomy. Further, scholars predict that many of these children will be born in states within highly concentrated poverty, abysmal maternal and child health outcomes, and a veritably nonexistent social safety net. As if this anticipated onslaught is not concerning enough, the prevailing legal and sociocultural landscapes are also tainted by what this author coins the “empathy gap”—a phenomenon through which the racial and class identity of often similarly situated children and families largely preordains the legal, fiscal, and broader civic response they receive. Vigilance about resisting the empathy gap is thus crucial to advance scholarly and advocacy discourse and policymaking, to ensure that a

---


12 Id.

post-Dobbs surge of forced caregiving does not exacerbate crisis points for marginalized groups, extend the overreach of punitive systems, and to challenge attempts to eradicate institutionalized and systemic oppression. Throughout US history up to the present day, marginalized families and communities face destruction through manifestations of the empathy gap, as well as from underlying racialized, sexualized, gendered forces of dominance that frequently masquerade as benevolent intervention.  

Both the current legal landscape and daily political life require a radical, comprehensive shift in order to mitigate the forthcoming damage that Dobbs (and forced caregiving) will inevitably inflict upon children and families. True care for, and empowerment of, children means interrogating and rejecting the entrenched, systemic barriers that already cause harm, while ultimately shifting the present carceral, reactive, neoliberal paradigm towards abolition, re-imagination, and revitalized self-governance. Renowned scholar, theorist, and activist Ruthie Wilson Gilmore puts this into a macrolevel perspective, noting that “so many public agencies—education, healthcare . . . have absorbed policing functions. . . . [A]t the same time, many of the agencies of organized violence, such as jails and prisons and police, are absorbing social work functions, mental health care functions, things that they actually can’t do.” Ultimately, Gilmore argues, “abolition is about presence, not absence. It’s about building life-affirming institutions.” Long-term, structural change is vital for building a society with more effective responses than such punitive systems. Yet, even short-term changes are crucial first steps towards staving off daily damage, achieving broader prosperity, and engendering self-determination among the populace. Crucial change involves dismantling of, and divestment from, destructive systems and institutions, and reinvestment in prevention, life-affirming approaches and institutions, and revitalized self-governance.

Key questions addressed herein include: What concrete evidence exists to demonstrate that babies, children, and families actually matter in the

14 See id. at 2632–34.  
United States’ legal, sociopolitical, and economic spheres (evidence in the form of legal protection; resource allocation; resource investment; institutional treatment; material well-being; civic discourse; capacity-building; and political expression, engagement or influence)? Which children in the United States today would realistically agree that systems, institutions, and economic choices treat them as if their lives are precious, and why? Why do three, illustrative public systems (the FPS, the school-to-prison pipeline, and the carceral system) exert punitive responses to the daily struggles of low-income communities of color, while White communities experience similar struggles—i.e., caregiving stress, financial precarity, child misbehavior in and out of school, mental health challenges or crises, and substance misuse—and are met with vastly different responses (dignity vis-a-vis supportive resources, autonomous problem-solving, strengths-based programming, opportunities for self-discovery and transformation, and avoidance of punitive surveillance and intrusion)? Why is one segment of the population pathologized or overmedicalized and subject to coercive state intrusion and surveillance for issues that are common for most contemporary families? What would social goods and fiscal policies look like if marginalized children and caregivers were trusted and adequately resourced to solve their own problems and draw from their own expertise on issues concerning their lives? What does a revolutionary vision for widespread child and family well-being, and revitalized self-governance, look like? What are

18 See Rachel Kushner, Is Prison Necessary? Ruth Wilson Gilmore Might Change Your Mind, N.Y. TIMES (Apr. 17, 2019), https://www.nytimes.com/2019/04/17/magazine/prison-abolition-ruth-wilson-gilmore.html (quoting Ruthie Wilson Gilmore on her epiphany during an impactful environmental justice conference involving youth). Youth participants from rural California—many of Latinx descent, from farm working families—were initially suspicious of abolitionism due to reflexive thinking about crime control, and yet they ultimately humbled Gilmore by demonstrating that abolitionism is about far more than crime and punishment. Id. Towards the close of the conference, youth presented about the three environmental hazards affecting their lives most pressingly as children: “pesticides, the police[,] and prisons.” Id. The youth sagely “lifted up the larger point of what [Gilmore] attempted to share: Where life is precious, life is precious. They asked themselves, ‘Why do we feel every day that life here is not precious?’ In trying to answer, they identified what makes them vulnerable.” Id. Ultimately, abolition is “about the entirety of human-environmental relations.” Id.; see Notes from Charisa Smith, Professor of L., CUNY Sch. of L. on Year of Uncertainty Workshop on Youth Rights and the Future of the U.S. Constitution, to Queens Youth Activists (Oct. 2021) (on file with author); see also The Brian Lehrer Show, Your 28th Amendment?, WNYC, at 18:54–19:35 (Dec. 8, 2021), https://www wnyc.org/story/your-28th-amendment (discussing youth workshops and mentioning Charisa Smith).

necessary short- and long-term steps towards abolition of destructive public systems and reinvestment in life-affirming approaches? What are promising domestic approaches to carceral abolition and a reimagined civic landscape, that demonstrate both care for, and empowerment of, children and families?

After a note on baseline terminology, parameters, and social justice frameworks, Part I of this Article establishes the demographic scope and dire significance of forced parenting and caregiving in a post-Dobbs nation. Part I then engages research about the profound socioeconomic, societal benefits of reproductive autonomy, as well as the contrasting upheaval caused by denials of a wanted abortion. Part II discusses what this author has coined the “empathy gap,” which is a pervasive, historically entrenched backdrop in our multiracial nation and poses an obstacle to sociopolitical change. Part III delves more deeply into the FPS, its denials of and disruptions to caregiving, and the extensive individual, familial, and socioeconomic damage it causes. Part IV addresses the school-to-prison pipeline and accompanying short- and long-term harms. After a very brief discussion of the carceral system and its many outgrowths, the prison industrial complex (PIC), and what many scholars and advocates deem “the incarcerated family,” Part V concludes by enumerating the direct violence the PIC inflicts upon children and adults, and its short- and long-term impacts on communities, society, and the economy. Lastly, Part VI calls for a paradigm shift towards reimagining the true meaning of child and family well-being and civic empowerment. Utilizing human vulnerability theory as an essential tool for reassessing the status quo and a divergent future, Part VI makes various recommendations that encompass short-term harm reduction, incremental law and policy change, as well as abolitionist initiatives that advance long term transformation, while introducing several promising approaches. This Article then briefly concludes by offering a crucial dose of realism and pragmatism amidst hope and opportunity.

**Terminology and Parameters:** Although a thorough discussion of the failures of the FPS, the school-to-prison pipeline, and the carceral

---

system are beyond the scope of this Article, this work is part of a long-term interdisciplinary, intercultural effort to abolish such oppressive systems in favor of reinvestment in impacted communities, prevention, and community empowerment. 21 Herein, the terms child, youth, minor, young person, and juvenile will be used interchangeably to describe individuals under age eighteen, as eighteen is the most commonly utilized, presumptive age of majority in the United States. Indeed, states and the federal government place a plethora of limitations on individuals below age eighteen, including (and not limited to) exclusion from voting; curtailed speech, privacy, and association rights; school attendance requirements; restricted access to alcohol, tobacco, and firearms; and restriction from signing contracts or accessing funds. 22 This Article acknowledges ongoing scholarship and


22 See Smith, COVID Capitalism, supra note 8, at 558 n.14 (“The boundaries determining the age at which US residents can exercise certain rights vary widely among the states, sometimes appearing arbitrary or bereft of scientific or legal rationale. Copious neuroscientific and psychosocial research demonstrates that while youth cognitive abilities—implicating deliberation and logical reasoning—typically resemble the abilities of adults by age fifteen, psychosocial and hormonal development are incomplete until our mid- to late-twenties. See, e.g., Leslie R. Walker-Harding et al., Young Adult Health and Well-Being: A Position Statement of the Society for Adolescent Health and Medicine, 60 J. Adolescent Health 758, 758 (2017),
precedent regarding children’s rights and family justice while past work of this author directly addresses such issues. Further, future scholarship, advocacy, and collaboration on this topic can and should more directly involve and empower youth, while also employing diverse modes of communication that reach a broader audience.

A reproductive justice framework grounds this discussion as well. Far from seeing denials of abortion and forced caregiving as matters of narrow “pro-choice,” reproductive rights advocacy and proponents of reproductive justice (RJ) contend that “[t]here is no choice where there is no access.” The RJ movement itself is “a transformational and grassroots-based movement for social change” with an intersectional human rights orientation, first formally coined in 1994


23 Icenogle et al., supra note 22, at 70–71, 79.

by US women of African descent engaging in international and domestic human rights advocacy. Further, RJ situates abortion within the context of intersecting oppressions because as the late radical feminist scholar and author Audre Lorde stated that “[t]here is no such thing as a single-issue struggle because we do not live single-issue lives.” A RJ framework inherently connects abortion rights and the overarching power structures operating in society that reinforce “gendered, sexualized, and racialized acts of dominance” on a daily basis. RJ-framing grounds reproductive choice in “the situational impacts of economics, politics[,] and culture” that deny broader bodily autonomy to those “most marginalized,” including women of color, low-income women, “gender expansive people,” and people with disabilities. Likewise, while abortion is critical, in the RJ framework, access writ large—and liberation of oppressed people in general—means much more, including (but not limited to) the availability of contraception; comprehensive (medically accurate) sex education; “STI prevention and care, alternative birth options, adequate prenatal and pregnancy care, domestic violence assistance, adequate wages to support families, safe homes”; the end of family-policing and carceral systems; reparations; and sexual consent consciousness.

I. **DOBBS, FORCED BIRTHS, AND PRECARITY**

Over one year after the Dobbs decision, communities throughout the United States are grappling with a dearth of vital reproductive health access, forced parenthood, dire socioeconomic and educational precarity, and increasing criminalization—even as public support for abortion access continues to increase. Abortion bans in general are

25 *Reproductive Justice, Our Own Voice* [hereinafter *Our Own Voice*], https://blackrj.org/our-issues/reproductive-justice (last visited Oct. 8, 2023); see also *Herstory*, supra note 24 (“RJ is based on the United Nations’ internationally-accepted Universal Declaration of Human Rights, a comprehensive body of law that details the rights of individuals and the responsibilities of government to protect those rights.”).

26 *Herstory*, supra note 24.

27 *Id*.

28 *Our Own Voice*, supra note 25; *Herstory*, supra note 24.

29 *Our Own Voice*, supra note 25; see *Herstory*, supra note 24.


31 Regarding increased support for abortion access, see E-mail from Movement for Black Lives to Charisma Smith, Professor of L., CUNY Sch. of L. (June 24, 2023, 09:34 EDT) [hereinafter E-mail from M4BL, June 24, 2023] (on file with author).
inextricably linked to plummeting public health outcomes.\textsuperscript{32} Many individuals seeking an abortion in states with bans are essentially trapped by both distance and poverty—with a particular impact on people of color and those who are gender nonconforming (GNC).\textsuperscript{33} Forced to travel thousands of miles, some people turn to overwhelmed nonprofit organizations “for logistical, financial, and emotional support.”\textsuperscript{34} Yet, even when the event of birthing alone is considered, the United States consistently ranks as the worst wealthy country for overall maternal mortality, with Black women experiencing a verifiable maternal mortality crisis.\textsuperscript{35} Denying alternative life paths and forcing people to birth children will inevitably exacerbate current public health dilemmas; individual, intrafamilial, and community strife; and socioeconomic inequities.\textsuperscript{36}

By myriad accounts, the United States is grossly unprepared to care for the “coming surge of babies” that is already resulting from curtailed abortion access. States continue instituting and litigating abortion bans and medication restrictions while clinics cut services and shut down. One projection by Middlebury College economics professor, Caitlin Knowles Myers, estimates that if the anti-abortion

\textsuperscript{32} Reproductive Justice Is Public Health, PUB. HEALTH MADISON & DANE CTY.: PUB. HEALTH BLOG (May 12, 2022) [hereinafter PUB. HEALTH BLOG], https://publichealth.mdc.com/blog/reproductive-justice-is-public-health (“Banning abortions doesn’t reduce abortions, but it does lead to worse public health outcomes.”).

\textsuperscript{33} E-mail from M4BL, June 24, 2023, supra note 31 (“One year after the fall of Roe: Public support for abortion access is higher than ever!”); see also Jeltsen, supra note 11 (“This is really an inequality story about who ends up trapped by distance and poverty, and who doesn’t[,]”).

\textsuperscript{34} E-mail from M4BL, June 24, 2023, supra note 31. Regarding the anticipated geographic challenges that abortion seekers will face post-Dobbs, see also Jeltsen, supra note 11.


\textsuperscript{36} See PUB. HEALTH BLOG, supra note 32.
plans of twenty-four states come to fruition, “there will be approximately [fifty thousand] additional births nationwide.”37 Many babies will be born in states that already have the highest concentrated poverty and worst maternal and child health outcomes in the country.38 Yet, our tattered social safety net receives scarce reinforcement in the wake of these developments.39 COVID-inspired policy initiatives to offset poverty and improve outcomes for children and families are short-lived.40 Additionally, lawmakers on various levels are reflexively instituting austerity measures such as severe budget cuts to education, childcare, public benefits, medical care, housing support, eviction defense, and school nutrition programs to balance their general budgets despite the growing need for a fortified social safety net.41 Republican governors opposing abortion have also not produced tangible material “support” for “women and teens facing unexpected or unwanted pregnancies,” even as their moralistic pronouncements purport to center life and families.42 This stark reality will also undoubtedly amplify the toll upon people of color in hostile states that seek to criminalize the exercise of bodily autonomy.43

Extensive evidence from the United States and abroad demonstrates that the denial of a wanted abortion causes long-term economic hardship and insecurity, whereas having autonomy over one’s life course and the timing of pregnancy benefits caregivers, children, and broader society.44 One of the most renowned and prolifically peer-reviewed studies on point is the Turnaway Study (“Turnaway”) by the University of California, San Francisco, which was published in 2020 and involved a “thousand women from clinics in [twenty-one] states, who closely resemble the population seeking

37 Jeltsen, supra note 11.
38 See id.
39 Id.
40 See Smith, COVID Capitalism, supra note 8, at 574–75.
41 Id. at 579.
43 See E-mail from Movement for Black Lives to Charisa Smith, Professor of L., CUNY Sch. Of L. (June 26, 2023, 11:45 EDT) [hereinafter E-mail from M4BL, June 26, 2023] (on file with author).
44 TURNAWAY STUDY, supra note 10, at 2.
abortions” across the United States, tracked over a five-year period. A 2022–2023 study from the National Bureau of Economic Research confirms and expands on Turnaway’s findings by linking women’s outcomes to credit report data and following them over a ten-year period. Research revealed that subsequently, these women’s lives diverged in ways directly attributable to whether they received an abortion or were turned away. For example, prior children of women denied abortions were over “[three] times more likely to live in households below the federal poverty level and . . . less likely to achieve developmental milestones” than prior “children of women who received abortions.” Poverty increased for at least four years in the households of women who were turned away, and many families of women turned away from an abortion experienced long-term precarity and hardship with basic living expenses like food, housing, and transportation. Similarly, the denial of an abortion lowered women’s credit score, increased their debt, increased their number of their negative public financial records, and resulted in more reliance on public assistance. These outcomes inevitably worsen in the era of COVID Capitalism and the lingering impacts of a global pandemic.

II. ENTER THE EMPATHY GAP

Despite the verifiable link between forced births, childhood precarity, and long-term socioeconomic and legal detriment, and despite the need for reimagined responses to marginalized children in the United States, myriad hurdles stand in the way of change. One


47 Turnaway Study, supra note 10, at 2.

48 Id.

49 See Miller et al., supra note 46, at 4.

hurdle that potentially obstructs transformation is what this author’s previous scholarship coins “the empathy gap”—a pattern of legal responses and public sentiment that demonstrates incongruous perceptions about members of society depending on their race and class. Before an extensive discussion of the various systems impeding child well-being and possibilities for transformation, it is necessary to contextualize the legal landscape and sociocultural backdrop.

A. **Empathy Gap & Caregiving Paradoxes**

This author’s previous and ongoing work coins the term “empathy gap” to describe the starkly divergent ways that US lawmakers, public systems, media, and the general public respond to similarly situated children and families with different identities. The empathy gap reveals an incongruous public sentiment and incommensurate compassion for individuals who experience caregiving or overall life challenges that may impact domestic life. Previous work of this author asserted that when low-income caregivers of color are targeted by the FPS, erroneous presumptions about their purported deviance and the necessity of state intervention are a focal point, particularly regarding substance misuse, despite comparable drug use among other racial groups in the population. Here, the

---

52 See id. at 2626.
53 See id.
empathy gap is likewise apparent when children and communities of color are stereotyped, demonized, and singled out for punitive treatment throughout the various public systems being discussed—namely, the FPS, the school-to-prison pipeline, and the PIC.

First, the empathy gap manifests in the paradoxical nature of prevailing sociolegal responses to caregiving. Caregiving is simultaneously forced and denied in a post-Dobbs nation, and the brunt of damage will continue to be borne by low-income communities of color. While anti-abortion laws force parenting upon pregnant persons without regard to their willingness or caregiving capacity, the FPS and PIC ironically deny parenting rights and family cohesion to communities of color for specious, discriminatory reasons—resulting in racial disparities and disparate treatment. The state’s disproportionate over-intrusion into the private lives of low-income families of color occurs in every jurisdiction, even when they evince the “same problems and characteristics as [Wh]ite children,” largely due

---

55 See discussion supra Part II.A.

56 See Priscilla A. Ocen, Incapacitating Motherhood, 51 U.C. DAVIS L. REV. 2191, 2221 (2018) (regarding the ways that contemporary women’s prisons “incapacitate motherhood” by alienating women from their children, denying reproductive care, engaging in humiliating practices during pregnancy and postpartum recovery, and even sterilizing women in some cases); see also Smith, Over-Privileged, supra note 54, at 620.
to implicit and explicit bias regarding parental capacity, credibility, and abilities. Countless esteemed scholars, practitioners, and advocates, including Dorothy Roberts, Khiara Bridges, and Martin Guggenheim, assert that since their inception in the late nineteenth century, family courts and the FPS have been instrumental in demarcating the “undeserving poor” and perpetuating myths of racial inferiority. Further, the legal standards, intervention strategies, and investigation practices of the FPS continue to violate (or ignore) the civil rights of marginalized communities while pushing traditional, White middle-class norms upon marginalized communities.

57 Roberts, Shattered Bonds, supra note 54, at 17; Child Welfare and Substance Use Disorder Treatment Statistics, Nat’l Ctr. on Substance Abuse & Child Welfare [hereinafter Child Welfare & Treatment], https://ncsacw.acf.hhs.gov/research/child-welfare-statistics (last visited Oct. 8, 2023) (discussing racial disparities in the family policing system, including terminations of parental rights even when no risks to child safety were found); Lisa Sangoi, Movement for Fam. Power, "Whatever They Do, I’m Her Comfort, I’m Her Protector,” How the Foster System Has Become Ground Zero for the U.S. Drug War 24 (2020) (“It is not a coincidence that the overwhelming majority of parents involved with the foster system are living in poverty, or that Black, American Indian and Latinx parents are overrepresented.” (footnotes omitted)).

The opioid crisis, and moreover the War on Drugs, particularly exposes the racialized, classist empathy gap regarding caregiving.\textsuperscript{60} Instinctive empathy for caregivers who use substances overwhelmingly depends on their race; substance use is a leading reason why families wind up in the FPS.\textsuperscript{61} Just as governmental responses and widespread media commentaries compassionately lament the suffering endured by White families in the opioid crisis, emphasizing public health interventions to maintain family cohesion in communities coded as White, the pathologizing and demonization of caregivers of color who misuse drugs persists.\textsuperscript{62} Amidst the opioid crisis, the daily separation of families of color in civil courts for specious reasons either goes largely unnoticed, or is presumed to be a benevolent, vital function of the state.\textsuperscript{63} Further, mere suspicion of drug use continues to be a

\textsuperscript{60} See, e.g., Smith, Emptv\textsuperscript{y} Gap, supra note 3, at 2621, 2632.


services-conducted-32-million-investigations/374809) ("When outrage over the separation of migrant children from their parents surged in May 2018, Kirstjen Nielsen, the secretary of the US Department of Homeland Security, shrugged off accusations that it was a ‘form of state terror,’ stating, ‘We do it every day in every part of the country.’").

64 In many jurisdictions, either the suspicion of parental substance use, or parental substance use itself, is the main reason for a family’s involvement with child protective system surveillance and control. See Jun Sung Hong et al., Termination of Parental Rights for Parents with Substance Use Disorder: For Whom and Then What?, 29 SOC. WORK PUB. HEALTH 503, 503 (2014). Terminations of parental rights (TPR) occur absent any evidence of cannabis and absent any documented risks to child safety. See id. But, the stringent timelines of the Adoption and Safe Families Act, combined with other punitive interventions, consistently lead to TPR. See Robert Latham & Robin Rosenberg, The Potential of Florida’s Effective Assistance of Counsel Doctrine to Increase Parent Engagement and Promote the Well-Being of Children, 17 FLA. COASTAL L. REV. 109, 129–30 (2015) ("[A] consent plea to marijuana usage [may] . . . escalate to a termination of parental rights proceeding[s], . . . even [where] the parent’s original behavior was [not] proven . . . harmful to the child."); Dewan, supra ("Even a caretaker’s authorized use of medical marijuana use can be grounds for removing children."); SANGOT, supra note 57, at 22 ("[A] growing body of literature finds that drug use alone is not necessarily correlated with child maltreatment.").


66 SUBSTANCE ABUSE & MENTAL HEALTH SERVS. ADMIN., KEY SUBSTANCE USE AND MENTAL HEALTH INDICATORS IN THE UNITED STATES: RESULTS FROM THE 2021 NATIONAL SURVEY ON DRUG USE AND HEALTH 41–42 (2022), https://www.samhsa.gov/data/sites/default/files/reports/rpt39443/2021NSDUHFFRRRev010323.pdf ("The percentage of [co-occurrence] . . . was higher among Multiracial adults (16.3 percent) than among White (7.9 percent), Black (7.4 percent), Hispanic (7.2 percent), or Asian adults (3.5 percent)." (citation omitted)).
“Research also suggests that any of the following could be true: (1) substance abuse may have reached epidemic proportions, (2) widespread exposure is now illuminating habits that were previously hidden, or (3) widespread exposure is now revealing behavior that was less surveilled and punished prior to the War on Drugs.”67 Additionally, a causal link cannot be made between substance use and inferior parenting, despite myriad social cognition studies and recent studies by the US Department of Health and Human Services.68

In general, the empathy gap represents the scientifically proven degree that White Americans connect more deeply with those of their own racial group, feel more empathy for them and their challenges, and thus demand policy solutions that will ease relatable—as opposed to unrelatable or racially pathologized—types of suffering.69 “Both empirical research about human cognition and behavior, as well as polling, confirm the empathy gap.”70

---


70 See Smith, Empathy Gap, supra note 3, at 2626–27; GODSIL ET AL., ADDRESSING IMPLICIT BIAS, supra note 69, at 34, 56–57; GODSIL & MCGILL JOHNSON, TRANSFORMING
Perception Institute explains this phenomenon as a product of the extreme segregation in American residential and civic life. The empathy gap and a paradox are also evident in the stark contrast between the spheres of public and private family law. These distinct spheres of family law are veritable antitheses. Public family law draws from a presumption of the validity of state overreach and coercive intervention upon families who are predominantly low-income people of color, whereas private family law operates upon principles of nonintervention and privacy when frequently (though not exclusively) White and economically stable families are involved. In a constant double standard, families in private disputes receive the benefit of the doubt to guard their privacy and autonomy while low-income families of color are targeted by the broad discretion of the FPS. Public family law matters involve state intrusion upon a family’s life that is initiated by a state actor or another party (such as a mandated reporter of child maltreatment in a school or healthcare facility, a neighbor who calls in an allegation of child maltreatment, or a law enforcement officer who reports maltreatment or arrests a child for their behavior). Public family law also incorporates the FPS (courts and agencies handling child dependency and intimate partner violence), the juvenile justice system, and the child support enforcement system for unmarried parents. The FPS alone entails myriad courts, agencies, contracted service providers, and intertwined adjacent systems that initiate reports and cooperate in proceedings. Additionally, while children’s own wishes and goals are insufficiently prioritized throughout most family law cases, the public family law

Perception, supra note 69, at 11–12, 14; Cody et al., supra note 69, at 11, 14; Lopez, supra note 69; Crossley, supra note 69, at 1027.
71 See Smith, Empathy Gap, supra note 3, at 2626–27; Lopez, supra note 69; Godsil et al., Addressing Implicit Bias, supra note 69, at 30, 50–51; Godsil & McGill Johnson, Transforming Perception, supra note 69, at 12; Cody et al., supra note 69, at 9.
72 See, e.g., Tonya L. Brito et al., Racial Capitalism in the Civil Courts, 122 Colum. L. Rev. 1243, 1254–55, 1275 (2022); Bridges, supra note 58, at 45–47.
74 Id.
realm provides especially scarce opportunities for children to develop or express their own interests.\textsuperscript{75}

Contrastingly, the realm of private family law operates through principles of nonintervention, presumptions of litigant credibility, and reverence for privacy, as disputes are initiated by autonomous private parties (such as spouses, grandparents, or other legal guardians). The parties in private family law cases are empowered to litigate quite independently from state interference, including crafting mutual settlements and avoiding scrutiny of FPS altogether.\textsuperscript{76} In private family law matters, forced state intrusion into the home itself is rare, and instead the parties voluntarily litigate against one another\textsuperscript{77} to settle claims about access to children, property, or legal decision-making.\textsuperscript{78} Likewise, in such private matrimonial and custody cases, litigants are presumed competent enough to decide how, and whether, to voluntarily disclose personal information such as medical records, mental health records, and educational records. Litigants in private proceedings typically remain immune from constant surveillance and mandatory programming, and they are afforded broad discretion to


\textsuperscript{76} See Bridges, supra note 58, at 46–47; June Carbone & Naomi Cahn, \textit{The Triple System of Family Law}, 2013 MICH. ST. L. REV. 1185, 1187–89, 1200, 1216–17, 1229 (2013) (describing a separate system of family law for families who are from low-income or historically marginalized communities, and thus deprived of opportunities to privately order their families, while arguing that low-income, marginalized families are most vulnerable to state-initiated action); \textit{Constructing a Legal Education for a Career in Family Law}, supra note 73 ("Family law" may be divided into two categories—public and private."); cf. Smith, \textit{Over-Privileged}, supra note 54, at 580–82.

\textsuperscript{77} This assertion recognizes the fact that many matrimonial and custody actions are unilaterally initiated, but it notes that once an action is filed, the litigation only proceeds through legal systems due to both appellants’ and appellees’ cooperation with the proceedings, including pre-trial discovery and alternative dispute resolution attempts. By virtue of the nature of default judgments, cases where the “process” is wholly unilateral are not embroiled in the work of courts and collaborating agencies because they do not involve extensive litigation and are ultimately only processed clerically. \textit{See Nat’l CTR. FOR STATE CTS., FAMILY JUSTICE INITIATIVE: THE LANDSCAPE OF DOMESTIC RELATIONS IN STATE COURTS}, at i–ii (2018), https://www.ncsc.org/__data/assets/pdf_file/0018/18522/fji-landscape-report.pdf.

\textsuperscript{78} See Clare Huntington, \textit{Failure to Flourish: How Law Undermines Family Relationships}, at xii–xiii (2014); Bridges, supra note 58, at 46–47; Carbone & Cahn, supra note 76, at 1187–89, 1200, 1216–17, 1229.
choose their own child-rearing approaches while maintaining presumptive access to their children.\textsuperscript{79} 

Cases involving cannabis are particularly illustrative.\textsuperscript{80} While low-income caregivers of color are targeted for punitive intervention regardless of whether their own jurisdiction has legalized cannabis, White caregivers in countless jurisdictions flourish in the legal cannabis sectors, without scrutiny of their caregiving or private lives, and often due to their very identity as “cannamoms.”\textsuperscript{81} 

The school-to-prison pipeline also reveals ubiquitousness of the empathy gap. Sociocultural norms and legal responses “adultify” children of color and deny them the privilege of presumptive innocence, despite the fact that children of all identity groups experience behavioral challenges and merit opportunities for guidance and inclusive support.\textsuperscript{82} Often, students of color face classroom exclusion, punitive discipline, or arrest for the same age-appropriate actions that students in more affluent, White communities rarely face.\textsuperscript{83} There are at least 1.27 million cases of very young children (between preschool and late elementary school) who are suspended or expelled in a given year, and racial and ethnic disparities

\textsuperscript{79} See Huntington, supra note 78, at xi–xix; Bridges, supra note 58, at 46–47; Carbone & Cahn, supra note 76, at 1187–89, 1200, 1216–17, 1229. 

\textsuperscript{80} See generally Smith, Over-Privileged, supra note 54 (discussing the disparate treatment of caregivers by the state for cannabis issues, depending on the caregivers’ race, ethnicity, and class). 

\textsuperscript{81} Across the United States, the cannabis industry (and its outgrowths or its entrees into mainstream society) is dominated by White Americans. In various terrains including the corporate sector, the entertainment industry, the media and social media, and the wellness and mindfulness space—not to mention in medicine, science, and government—White Americans can completely avoid legal scrutiny into their caregiving arrangements. In many instances, White Americans’ own merging of cannabis and caregiving is the raison d’être for their livelihood. See Smith, Over-Privileged, supra note 54, at 588 & n.112; see also Genevieve Shaw Brown, ‘Weed Moms’ Are the New ‘Wine Moms’, Good Morning AM. (Oct. 10, 2019, 4:39 PM), https://www.goodmorningamerica.com/gma/story/weed-moms-wine-moms-66184880 (describing “weed moms” as the new “wine moms”). 

\textsuperscript{82} See, e.g., Smith, #WhoAmI?, supra note 22, at 336–37, 337 nn.197–98; Smith, Crossroads, supra note 22, at 789–92 (citing various research and policy reports on point); see also Off. for C.R., U.S. Dep’t of Educ., 2015–16 Civil Rights Data Collection: School Climate and Safety 3, 13, 15 (2018) (showing that Black K-12 students, especially Black boys, are disproportionately suspended or expelled from school); Catherine dP. Duarte et al., Punitive School Discipline as a Mechanism of Structural Marginalization with Implications for Health Inequity, 1519 ANNALS N.Y. ACADEMY OF SCIENCES 129, 149 (2023), https://doi.org/10.1111/nyas.14922. 

\textsuperscript{83} See Smith, Nothing About Us Without Us!, supra note 22, at 5–6.
in school discipline appear as early as preschool.\(^8^4\) Throughout the broader K-12 student population, an estimated 2.7 million students received at least one suspension each year.\(^8^5\) The FBI also reported that over thirty thousand children under age ten were arrested between 2013 and 2018.\(^8^6\) Disparities involving students with disabilities are exacerbated by other discriminatory or problematic approaches including (but not limited to): racial and ethnic profiling, schools’ zero tolerance policies that remain in place long after the 1990s “tough on crime” approaches instituted them, prison-like environments and surveillance apparatuses in schools, and chronic underinvestment in both school counseling resources and in schools more generally in marginalized communities.\(^8^7\) As a result of these developments, state and federal lawsuits are proliferating regarding the false or wrongful arrest of minors in school, the use of excessive force by school police, and emergency medical restraint and hospitalization of schoolchildren as young as age five who exhibit an outburst or tantrum.\(^8^8\) Further, extensive scholarship and advocacy


efforts discuss the degree to which carceral responses to youth of color are cloaked in the rhetoric and legal justification of protection and benevolence. 89

Ultimately, prioritizing the eradication of various harsh public systems that impede children also means acknowledging the empathy gap, and the minimal public and legal compassion that low-income children of color receive. When engaging in extremely typical, often age-appropriate behavior, children of color are met with vastly disparate egregious legal and sociocultural responses. This phenomenon extends the long-standing legacy of oppression—and even genocide—that Native American, Black, Latinx, and other immigrant children have endured from purportedly benevolent public systems. 90 Despite the systematic overcriminalization of youth of color both inside and outside of their schools, divestment from, and abolition of, the school-to-prison pipeline has failed to become a widespread public concern. Rhetorical questions regarding the empathy gap thus arise, including: Why aren’t lawmakers and a critical mass of constituents demanding drastic changes regarding the school-to-prison pipeline? Why aren’t predominantly White communities outraged that children of color (in contrast to White children) lack equivalent opportunities to make

89 See, e.g., Cynthia Godsoe, Punishment as Protection, 52 Hous. L. Rev. 1313, 1321 (2015); Jennifer Musto, Control and Protect: Collaboration, Carceral Protection, and Domestic Sex Trafficking in the United States 3–4 (2016), https://doi.org/10.1525/9780520957749 (coining the term “carceral protection” to describe legal responses to marginalized youth who exhibit behavioral problems or otherwise come in conflict with the law).

90 See Smith, Empathy Gap, supra note 3, at 2632–36.
mistakes in school and to receive constructive interventions that evade carceral surveillance and the legal entanglement of caregivers? Whose children actually matter in United States’ society and public policy? Why are youth of color persistently adultified in schools, the media, and other fora, and seen as either less innocent, inherently more mature and resilient, inherently devious and criminal, or ultimately dehumanized?

The empathy gap is an inevitable backdrop for any analyses and any forthcoming recommendations regarding marginalized children and families in a post-Dobbs nation. It is also critical to closely examine the predominant public systems that harm children, as well as the nature and extent of their destructiveness.

III. PARENTING DENIED AND DISRUPTED: A CLOSER LOOK AT THE FAMILY-POLICING SYSTEM

The FPS is a major component of the US legal landscape that not only exposes the empathy gap but also persistently damages children and families in the name of paternalistic, yet discriminatory protection. Although a comprehensive discussion of the legally complex FPS—including the ways that different federal statutes and fiscal incentives interact with state and local governments—is beyond the scope of this Article, it is paramount to clarify the system’s traits that are most detrimental to children and families. Although scholarship and advocacy on the FPS has gained momentum in the past decade, the system’s injustice “remains a longstanding, misunderstood, and overlooked realm of civil rights.”

---

91 Fighting to End the Family Policing System, ACLU of N. Cal., https://www.aclunc.org/issue/gender-sexuality-reproductive-justice/fighting-end-family-policing-system (mentioning the UpEnd Movement); see also Smith, Over-Privileged, supra note 54, at 582 (citing Godsoe, supra note 89, at 1313–20) (“[C]arceral protectionist’ approaches involve the exertion of state parens patriae authority to divide families, exact punitive sanctions against caregivers, institutionalize children, and implement surveillance systems under the cover of care.”).

92 See, e.g., GUGGENHEIM, supra note 54, at 175, 182–85; Smith, Making Good, supra note 54, at 210–13; Smith, Conundrum, supra note 54, at 324–26; Smith, Finding Solutions, supra note 54, at 224–25; Smith, Unfit, supra note 54, at 379.

93 See Smith, Over-Privileged, supra note 54, at 580; Dorothy Roberts, Building a World Without Family Policing, LAW & POL. ECON. BLOG (July 17, 2023), https://lpeproject.org/blog/building-a-world-without-family-policing (“A small but dynamic movement to abolish the family-policing system and radically transform child welfare is gaining momentum. . . . [and it] rests on a long tradition of resistance . . . [involving] social justice activists, legal services providers, nonprofit organizations, and scholars.”); Symposium, Strengthened Bonds: Abolishing the Child Welfare System and Re-Envisioning Child Well-Being, 11 COLUM. J. OF RACE & L. 471 (2021); cf Tarek Z. Ismail,
Tarek Ismail and Julia Hernandez define the FPS as “the interlocking administrative, social-services, and judicial structures deployed to surveil, control, and sometimes separate families.” On a daily basis in every US jurisdiction, caseworkers in the FPS utilize flimsy justifications to pursue home inspections, uproot children from their homes, embroil families in courts, conduct sweeping investigations that scrutinize a plethora of personal data, rely on adjacent institutions and systems for cooperation, mandate random drug testing, and compel programming that is often ill-suited for impacted caregivers and children. “As the abolitionist organization Movement for Family Power points out,” prevailing public sentiment faultily presumes the legitimacy of FPS interventions for several reasons. In addition to a reliance on flawed understandings of drug use, race, and risks of harm to children, lawmakers and the general public assume that the foster care system accurately identifies harm and risks of harm. There is also an inaccurate presumption that “the foster care system is [actually] equipped to respond appropriately to ensure the well-being of low-income families.”

On the contrary, however, the FPS neither accurately identifies risks of harm to low-income children of color nor employs effective interventions to care for them. The FPS and the laws governing its daily functions inappropriately conflate poverty with child neglect, treating social disadvantage and the failure of the social safety net as a

---

Footnotes:


96 See, e.g., Ismail, Consent of the Compelled, supra note 95; Smith, Empathy Gap, supra note 3, at 2632.

97 See Smith, Empathy Gap, supra note 3, at 2632 (citing Sangoi, supra note 57, at 19–23).

98 Id. (citing Sangoi, supra note 57, at 30–34).

99 Id. (citing Sangoi, supra note 57, at 35–42).
caregiver’s own personal failure. Similarly, stakeholders in the FPS incorrectly equate substance misuse with unsafe parenting and impose unnecessary surveillance that prevents caregivers from obtaining employment or housing for decades to come. Family-policing interventions also spur family cohesion; children’s rights to self-determination and familial support; and parental rights to caregiving, legal decision-making, public benefits, and even a semblance of privacy. Further, although termination of parental rights (“TPR”) is the most extreme action that the FPS can take, TPR occurs constantly.


101 State laws governing the FPS link reports of child maltreatment by a caregiver—whether substantiated, false, frivolous, or ultimately dismissed—to the caregiver’s public profile through a registry of past reports. See Child Welfare Info. Gateway, Child’s Bureau, Establishment and Maintenance of Central Registries for Child Abuse or Neglect Reports 1 (2018), https://www.childwelfare.gov/topics/systemwide/laws-policies/statutes/centreg. Often, for well over a decade after a family ceases its involvement with the FPS, the subject caregiver is barred from employment in fields that expose them to children, the elderly, or individuals with disabilities even if that caregiver poses zero risk to society. See Colleen Henry & Vicki Lens, Marginalizing Mothers: Child Maltreatment Registries, Statutory Schemes, and Reduced Opportunities for Employment, 24 CUNY L. Rev. 1, 2 (2021). Even employment as a public transit driver or as a custodial staffer in a nursing facility are typically off limits. See, e.g., Child Welfare Info. Gateway, supra, at 1–2; Henry & Lens, supra, at 2.

102 See, e.g., Roberts, Shattered Bonds, supra note 54, at 140; Bridges, supra note 58, at 45; Guggenheim, supra note 54, at 36; Huntington, supra note 78, at 82–83.
in myriad jurisdictions with scarce public or political outcry about this cruel infliction of the “civil death penalty.”

The FPS also exerts particular violence upon marginalized children and families by punishing people for financial and socioeconomic hardship—now in a legal landscape where abortion bans also escalate precarity. As previously mentioned, poverty is overwhelmingly conflated with child maltreatment, to the point where poor families are unwarrantedly flagged for FPS scrutiny. Although financial scarcity in and of itself does not lead to child maltreatment, material precarity may “increase the likelihood of maltreatment” when other risk factors are present, including a caregiver’s untreated mental health challenges and social isolation. Importantly, mounting evidence demonstrates that “[c]ash assistance to families with low incomes is critical both to help them stabilize their circumstances and to create conditions in which they can thrive.” Research compiled by Chapin Hall at the University of Chicago found that “when families are given cash assistance, their risk for [FPS] involvement is reduced.” Further, in the relatively rare instances where incidents of child abuse or serious neglect are incontrovertible, status quo approaches nevertheless fail to address underlying reasons for family strife, including intrafamilial (and often multigenerational) violence or maltreatment, health disparities, failing schools, housing instability,

---

103 See In re K.A.W., 133 S.W.3d 1, 12 (Mo. 2004) (en banc) (“The termination of parental rights has been characterized as tantamount to a ‘civil death penalty.’”); Smith, Over-Privileged, supra note 54, at 570, 578.

104 See supra note 100 and accompanying text (citing sources that discuss how the FPS conflates poverty with neglect).

105 See Poverty and Economic Conditions, CHILD WELFARE INFO. GATEWAY, https://www.childwelfare.gov/topics/systemwide/laws-policies/statutes/centreg (last visited Nov. 11, 2023) (“While most people in financial need do not maltreat their children, poverty can increase the likelihood of maltreatment, particularly when poverty is combined with other risk factors, such as depression, substance use, and social isolation.”).


107 Shrivastava & Patel, supra note 106.
mental health challenges, socioeconomic deprivation, constant racial trauma from events such as historical oppression and publicized police killings of African Americans, and a dearth of supportive resources like childcare and employment opportunities.\textsuperscript{108}

History of the FPS also exposes its current dysfunction and its legacy of injustice towards marginalized children. Since their origin in the late nineteenth century, United States family courts and child service agencies have disrupted and surveilled families of African American, Native American, immigrant, and sometimes Caucasian descent (who were not recent immigrants) if they were experiencing poverty.\textsuperscript{109} Copious evidence confirms the US government’s explicit belief in White supremacy and White people’s “manifest destiny” in the nineteenth century, which led to the principle that anyone not entirely White, Anglo-Saxon, and protestant was less human, more deviant, and in need of state control.\textsuperscript{110}

Although the modern foster system, administered on the federal and state levels today, originated in the early 1960s, the overall foster system and its congregate residences for children originated in the mid-nineteenth century.\textsuperscript{111} Early FPS stakeholders justified systematic

\textsuperscript{108} Only a small and extremely unpredictable portion of cases involve intrafamilial violence and abuse. \textit{See} Sangoi, supra note 57, at 10. “In 2017, [over] 3.5 million children were subjected to investigations as alleged victims of child abuse[,]” while “[t]here were 1,720 known child abuse fatalities[]” in the nation that year. \textit{Id.} at 129. Given these circumstances, even if each and every child who was ultimately killed in a tragic fashion “had been known to authorities, that still would be less than five one-hundredths of one percent of investigated children.” \textit{Id.} at 129; see also Child’s Bureau, U.S. Dep’t of Health & Hum. Servs., Child Maltreatment, at ii (2019) (“[61] percent [of victims were] neglected only, 10.3 percent [were] physically abused only, and 7.2 percent [were] sexually abused only.”).

\textsuperscript{109} \textit{See}, e.g., Wendy Anton Fitzgerald, \textit{Maturity, Difference, and Mystery: Children’s Perspectives and the Law}, 36 Ariz. L. Rev. 11, 61–62 (1994); King, supra note 54, at 586–87; Crenshaw, supra note 54, at 1449–50; Roberts, Shattered Bonds, supra note 54, at 234 (“Judges had the power to place Black children in the care and service of [W]hite [individuals] if they found the[ir] parents to be unfit . . . .”).


\textsuperscript{111} Sangoi, supra 57, at 10, 24–27 (discussing different waves of traumatic foster system intervention, including the era of “Orphan Trains” established by protestant
family separation, coercion, force, violence, cultural deprivation, compulsory religious conversion, sexual abuse, and even fatalities to purportedly prevent child maltreatment and delinquency within marginalized communities.\textsuperscript{112} Poverty, social disadvantage, and cultural differences were treated as personal failings in the earliest stages of the system, as immigrant children were ripped from their families and made indentured or enslaved laborers in homes or farms across the nation.\textsuperscript{113} Disturbing remnants of that era continue to be uncovered, including mass graves at the sites of former Native American boarding schools in the United States and Canada, while obviously all actions within the United States outside of Indian reservations occur upon Native American land that was stolen by force.\textsuperscript{114}

Additionally, the punitive approaches and apparatuses of the FPS create racial disparities that not only mirror the disparities found in the criminal legal system but also directly connect to the havoc that the War on Drugs has wreaked upon marginalized children. The Organization Movement for Family Power and many other commentators contend that the FPS is now ground zero in the War on Drugs.\textsuperscript{115} Between the early 1980s and 2005, the War on Drugs claimed to center public safety through widespread law enforcement militarization; strengthening of countless penalties; lowering of minimum age for child incarceration (including life without parole);
aggressive arrest policies for even minor crimes under a “Broken Windows” philosophy; zero tolerance policies in urban schools; proliferation of profitable mass incarceration facilities and monitoring technologies (including apparatuses to control parolees and probationers); criminological fervor despite an overwhelming basis in junk science; and a corresponding media strategy that emphasized fearmongering around dehumanization of youth of color.  

Increases in foster system populations accompanied burgeoning mass incarceration throughout the War on Drugs. Children and caregivers impacted by the FPS are also almost exclusively low-income people of color “from communities hit hard by deindustrialization and skyrocketing unemployment[,]” like those subjected to the criminal legal system, and both the War on Drugs and the FPS exacerbate America’s existing, entrenched racial caste system.  

Further, as previously discussed, low-income caregivers of color “use drugs at a similar rate to their richer and [W]hiter counterparts,” and yet FPS and criminal legal interventions uniquely target them often because of a mere suspicion of substance misuse.

Particular legal aspects of the FPS are exceptionally injurious to children. Derivative neglect charges and status offender cases are

---


117 See SANGOI, supra note 57, at 15.

118 See discussion supra Part II.A.

119 See SANGOI, supra note 57, at 15.
especially problematic. In a cruel twist of fate, minors who themselves are in state care through the FPS and who then birth children are extremely likely to either have their infant automatically removed or be targeted for maltreatment charges by the very state that serves as their own legal parent. As the national Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration asserts, the foster care system was not designed to raise children, although it frequently does so by virtue of foster care drift and the scarcity of adoptive parents. In such cases, the neglect allegation against the caregiver (foster child) is referred to as “derivative neglect” because it stems from a distinct, yet related, incidence of maltreatment involving the same caregiver. Additionally, distinct yet related FPS cases regarding the young caregiver and their child could “be pending at the [exact] same time, [even] in the same courthouse, and [potentially] before the same judge.” The derivative neglect phenomenon subjects an already-marginalized young person who has undergone significant trauma to inhumane scrutiny as a caregiver, despite the monumental failures of the FPS to ensure their stability. Further, minors lack the legal capacity to engage in most actions that adult caregivers would perform, including enrolling themselves or their children in school, signing contracts, or independently obtaining housing and healthcare.

---

120 Eve Stotland & Cynthia Godsoe, The Legal Status of Pregnant and Parenting Youth in Foster Care, 17 U. Fla. J. L. & Pub Pol’y 1, 3 (2006); Supporting Teen Mothers in Foster Care, SUBSTANCE ABUSE & MENTAL HEALTH SERVS. ADMIN. [hereinafter SAMHSA], https://www.samhsa.gov/homelessness-programs-resources/hpr-resources/supporting-teen-mothers [https://web.archive.org/web/20230207062107/https://www.samhsa.gov/homelessness-programs-resources/hpr-resources/supporting-teen-mothers] (last visited Nov. 11, 2023) (“[T]he biggest concern [with foster youth who become pregnant] is intergenerational foster care, meaning that their infants might end up in the system themselves.”).

121 SAMHSA, supra note 120.


123 Stotland & Godsoe, supra note 120, at 3.

124 This statement acknowledges the possibility of formal emancipation of a minor, which does not occur automatically when a youth gives birth to a child or in any other
Derivative neglect charges against foster children are also particularly ironic considering the caregiver’s (foster child’s) precarity and capacities are directly attributable to the state’s own failures as a parent.

Similarly, status offense cases involve both the family-policing and delinquency systems, which create a veritable quagmire for children as young as age six, who are frequently targeted for legal intervention despite exhibiting completely age-appropriate behavior, and who then become more vulnerable to exacerbated harm by public systems. Status offenses are noncriminal acts that younger people are legally sanctioned for, which would be otherwise permissible if committed by adults. Overwhelmingly, best practice research reveals that children who wind up in court for status offenses like truancy, running away, curfew violations, or underage purchase and consumption of substances prohibited from minors (i.e., alcohol and tobacco) should avoid law enforcement and court involvement altogether. Children in circumstances but requires a young person to initiate a specific, often lengthy legal process that differs among the states.  


Ungovernability and incorrigibility are also traditional status offenses. These charges allege that a child is beyond control of their guardians and the school system. See Michael Fitzgerald, New York Moves to Eliminate Language in State Law Labeling Youth ‘Incorrigible’, THE IMPRINT (July 23, 2020, 8:00 PM), https://imprintnews.org/child-welfare-2/new-york-state-law-labeling-youth-incorrigible-fitgerald/45525. New York eliminated this offense in 2021 following strong advocacy emphasizing the subjective, sexist nature of this charge. Id; see also SARA MOORE ET AL., STATUS OFFENDERS AND THE JUVENILE JUSTICE SYSTEM 2 (n.d.), https://www.unomaha.edu/college-of-public-affairs-
considered status offenders are mostly first-time offenders whom the legal system purports to see as posing minimal public safety risk. Yet, “net widening” and dangerous collateral consequences are a constant threat for status offenders.

While states may call children considered status offenders “juveniles in need of supervision,” “dependent children,” or even “neglected children,” these children are persistently overcriminalized while their families endure FPS surveillance, mandatory programming, and other coercive interventions regardless of the children’s actual wishes, concerns, needs, and goals. Once under the radar of the FPS and delinquency systems, children often receive excessive punishments that far exceed the gravity of their original actions. At times, status offense jurisdiction (and thus courts’ interference with children and families’ lives) may even extend far beyond the time that delinquency jurisdiction would last. Likewise, thousands of US children are handcuffed and even incarcerated for minor misbehavior each year, despite state trends towards status offender diversion from courts and institutions. It then becomes extremely difficult to extricate from courts, agencies, and potentially escalated legal and personal implications. This pattern involves a faulty approach that scholar, Cynthia Godsoe, refers to as “punishment as protection.”

Although children caught in the status offender bind are often singled out unfairly for typical adolescent exploration and risk-taking, at times their behavior does indicate deeper needs that are then woefully neglected and mishandled by public systems. For example, there is a strong connection between truancy and academic

---

129 See Godsoe, supra note 89, at 1377 n.384; SARA MOORE ET AL., supra note 127, at 1.
130 TOWOUTH JUST. INST., supra note 125, at 1 (citing Mahsa Jafarian & Vidhya Ananthakrishnan, Just Kids: When Misbehaving Is a Crime, VERA INST. OF JUST. (Aug. 2017), https://www.vera.org/when-misbehaving-is-a-crime (discussing how status offenses impact youth on probation)).
131 TOWOUTH JUST. INST., supra note 125, at 1–2.
132 Id.
133 Id.
134 See, e.g., Godsoe, supra note 89, at 1382; SARA MOORE ET AL., supra note 127, at 6.
135 See Godsoe, supra note 89, at 1319; Cheryl Nelson Butler, Blackness as Delinquency, 90 WASH. U. L. REV. 1335, 1357 (2013); MUSTO, supra note 89, at 3.
challenges, undiagnosed disabilities, or school experiences with bullying.\textsuperscript{136} Likewise, children experiencing sexual abuse, witnessing intimate partner violence, or simply exploring the boundaries of their own identity and sexual orientation may run away from home or otherwise act out due to frustration with their domestic life—especially if they are being rejected by their families.\textsuperscript{137} But, the FPS and delinquency systems cruelly pathologize survival from abuse and trauma, proving unequipped to adequately divert, screen, and assess children and families in crisis, let alone to connect them with empowering, affirming, noncarceral resources in their communities, stronger support systems, or opportunities for self-directed growth.\textsuperscript{138} Frequently, states resort to foster care placements or juvenile detention for children considered status offenders, which only exacerbates children’s mental health challenges and general precarity.\textsuperscript{139} Other common approaches to children labeled as status offenders include mandated participation in social service programs, extended curfews from a court or agency, carceral electronic monitoring (e.g., probation ankle bracelets), social media restrictions and confiscation of their electronic devices, and continued monitoring of caregivers’ emotional and financial status.

\textbf{A. \textit{Childhood Outcomes and Collateral Consequences}}

The damage that the FPS causes to children, families, and society more broadly cannot be understated. Ironically, there is a cognitive dissonance among the general public regarding the foster system, childhood trauma, and abuse. While most lawmakers and the public presume that young children in the FPS are being rescued from trauma in their homes of origin, to ultimately move past early childhood anxieties upon reaching a “stable” environment like foster

\textsuperscript{136} \textit{See} \textit{TOW Youth Just. Inst., supra} note 125, at 2.
\textsuperscript{137} \textit{See} \textit{id.}
\textsuperscript{139} \textit{See generally} \textit{TOW Youth Just. Inst., supra} note 125 (discussing treatment and demographics of status offenders both nationally and in Connecticut); \textit{Casey Found., supra} note 126; \textit{Coal. for Juv. Just., supra} note 126, at 39, 62–63.
care, Jack Shonkoff, director of Harvard’s Center for the Developing Child, insists that this assumption “is absolutely wrong.” On the contrary, the foster care system fails to support or sufficiently equip children or caregivers but instead abruptly (and unnecessarily) separates families and causes immense harm.

Children’s health and developmental risks increase the longer they are separated from their families. Yet, even the brief removal of a child from their family of origin can have lasting, devastating effects. As of 2013, at least 10 percent of all child removals in the United States lasted only thirty days or fewer. Copious brain research confirms these points, along with a wealth of social science and human rights literature discussing best practices rooted in family systems theory. “Thus, the drawbacks of isolating family members’
divisible legal rights and relying on tools of family separation ultimately far outweigh the potential benefits.” Further, many persistent societal factors create adverse childhood experiences in marginalized communities, including intergenerational racial trauma and poverty, police violence, and its coverage in the media, community violence, structural bias, and systemic exclusion from socioeconomic and educational opportunities. Likewise, the FPS causes short- and long-term health consequences for children including emotional breakdowns, stunted brain development from “toxic stress,” continued anxiety, depression, school behavioral problems, susceptibility to substance misuse, and even propensity for chronic medical conditions.

146 Smith, COVID Capitalism, supra note 8, at 567; see also Santhanam, supra note 140; COOPER, supra note 145, at 13; Elizabeth A. Mulroy, Theoretical Perspectives on the Social Environment to Guide Management and Community Practice: An Organization-in-Environment Approach, 28 ADMIN. SOC. WORK 77, 77 (2004), https://doi.org/10.1300/J147v28n01_06; Stevens & Cox, supra note 145, at 1324, 1332; Morgaine, supra note 145; Wulczyn et al., supra note 145, at 24, 26–27; Smith, Conundrum, supra note 54, at 321–23; Smith, Unfit, supra note 54, at 395–96; Jennifer Nedelsky, Reconceiving Rights as Relationship, 1 REVUE D’ETUDES CONSTITUTIONNELLES [REV. CONST. STUD.] 1, 7–8 (1993) (Fr.) (discussing problematic conceptions of rights pertaining to families).

such as diabetes or heart disease.\textsuperscript{148} Even when home life is stressful, family policing exacerbates strain and may cause irreparable harm.\textsuperscript{149}

Additionally, the experience of foster care carries egregious, proven risks of harm for children. Many children describe harrowing experiences of abuse, neglect, isolation, and exploitation while living in foster care and group homes.\textsuperscript{150} Notre Dame researcher, Sarah Kroeger, even asserts that “youth exiting foster care have the worst outcomes of any population in the United States.”\textsuperscript{151} About one-in-twenty US children experience foster care during their childhood, and dual-system youth who experience both foster care and delinquency systems have the highest level of subsequent involvement with the criminal system and homeless shelters, although foster care alone has a strong link with future incarceration.\textsuperscript{152} Children in foster care also
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\textsuperscript{148} See Fast Facts: Preventing Adverse Childhood Experiences, CTRS. FOR DISEASE CONTROL & PREVENTION (June 29, 2023), https://www.cdc.gov/violenceprevention/aces/fastfact.html; Santhanam, supra note 140 (citing a study by the Harvard Center on Developing Child); Roberts, Shattered Bonds, supra note 54, at 16–19, 189, 229 (discussing the extensive emotional damage caused by families targeted by the FPS); Catherine R. Lawrence et al., The Impact of Foster Care on Development, 18 DEV. & PSYCHOPATHOL. 57, 59–60, 71–72 (2006), https://doi.org/10.1017/S0954579406060044; Kristin Turney & Christopher Wildeman, Mental and Physical Health of Children in Foster Care, 138 PEDIATRICS, Nov. 2016, at 1, 2, 5, 10, https://doi.org/10.1542/peds.2016-1118 (demonstrating the connection between increased mental health issues and children’s placement in foster care); Joseph J. Doyle, Jr., Causal Effects of Foster Care: An Instrumental-Variables Approach, 35 CHILD. & YOUTH SERVS. REV. 1143, 1149 (2011), https://doi.org/10.1016/j.childyouth.2011.03.001 (suggesting that placement in foster care increases the likelihood of emergency health episodes).

\textsuperscript{149} Clifford & Silver-Greenberg, supra note 142.

\textsuperscript{150} See, e.g., Sex Abuse and the Foster Care System, FOCUS FOR HEALTH FOUND., https://www.focusforhealth.org/sex-abuse-and-the-foster-care-system (last visited Nov. 13, 2023); Case Found., supra note 126; Sexual Abuse: An Epidemic in Foster Care Settings?, HG LEGAL RES., https://www.hg.org/legal-articles/sexual-abuse-an-epidemic-in-foster-care-settings-6703 (last visited Nov. 13, 2023) (“A study by Johns Hopkins University found that children in foster care are four times more likely to be sexually abused than other children not in this setting.”).


\textsuperscript{152} Id.; Santhanam, supra note 140; CTR. FOR INNOVATION THROUGH DATA INTEL., N.Y.C. OFF. OF THE MAYOR, YOUNG ADULT OUTCOMES OF FOSTER CARE, JUSTICE, AND DUALLY INVOLVED YOUTH IN NEW YORK CITY 5 (2015), https://www1.nyc.gov/assets/cidi/downloads/pdfs/foster_care_justice_and_dually_involved_exec_summary.pdf; see also Sangol, supra note 57, at 41 (discussing an
have a higher risk of experiencing educational disruption, academic and developmental delays, and unemployment; dropping out of high school; living in poverty; relying on public benefits for their basic needs; becoming teenage parents; engaging in survival sex; being subject to FPS intervention for their own children; and failing to enroll in and complete college, when compared with the general population.\textsuperscript{153} Further, older youth in foster care wind up disconnected from meaningful kinship relationships and social support in their lives, ultimately aging out of a system that frequently abandons them at a bus station upon reaching age twenty-one.\textsuperscript{154}

Importantly, studies comparing outcomes for children in the foster system with those of comparably “maltreated children” who remain in their homes reveal that children removed from their caregivers “fared far worse,” and such studies have successfully isolated foster care (i.e., intrusion by the FPS itself) as the source of detrimental outcomes, rather than parental maltreatment.\textsuperscript{155} Caseworker (investigator) biases and preconceptions also play a major role in deciding children’s fate throughout the FPS, despite the extremely divergent outcomes at stake in each case.\textsuperscript{156}

An in-depth study by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology Sloan School of Management examined family-policing cases deemed marginal (cases where a strict investigator might opt for foster care placement, but a different

\textsuperscript{155} See Perry, supra note 151; CTR. FOR INNOVATION THROUGH DATA INTEL., \textit{supra} note 152, at 1; \textit{The Current State of Foster Care}, FOSTERCLUB (Oct. 29, 2015), https://www.fosterclub.com/blog/statistics-and-research/current-state-foster-care; SANGOI, \textit{supra} note 57, at 41–42.

investigator might return a child to their family), and found that “over time, children sent to foster care had higher delinquency rates, higher teen birthrates, lower earnings[,] and a higher likelihood of going to prison as an adult.”\textsuperscript{157}

As previously mentioned, youth in foster care are also more likely than their peers to become involved in the juvenile and criminal legal systems—especially if they have experienced multiple placements.\textsuperscript{158} One study found that over 90 percent of foster youth who moved five or more times will wind up in the juvenile justice system.\textsuperscript{159} Ironically, the correlation between foster care and embroilment with the criminal legal system is so strong that many advocates refer to a “foster care-to-prison pipeline”—which signifies that neglect of children by the state itself creates fodder for mass incarceration.\textsuperscript{160} For these reasons, “[n]umerous state and federal laws exist to attempt to limit the detrimental effects of transition in foster care.”\textsuperscript{161}

B. The Family-Policing System: Caregiver, Societal, and Market Impact

In addition to the multitude of hardships that the FPS causes children, it also has a devastating impact on caregivers, communities, and society more broadly, such as the US economy. Caregivers whose families are torn apart by coercive state intervention endure their own short- and long-term health consequences including suicidality, posttraumatic stress disorder,\textsuperscript{162} and “heightened social disadvantages

\textsuperscript{157} Clifford & Silver-Greenberg, supra note 142.


\textsuperscript{160} See, e.g., \textit{Sangoi}, supra note 57, at 41; \textit{Pipeline}, supra note 158; Anspach, supra note 158.


\textsuperscript{162} See \textit{Sangoi}, supra note 57, at 36; e.g., Kathleen S. Kenny et al., “I Felt for a Long Time Like Everything Beautiful in Me Had Been Taken Out”: Women’s Suffering, Remembering, and Survival Following the Loss of Child Custody, 26 \textit{INT’L J. DRUG POL’Y} 1158, 1160 (2015); Kendra L. Nixon et al., “Every Day It Takes a Piece of You Away”: Experiences of Grief and
including loss of housing, employment, income and social support, and increased stigma.”¹⁶³ A recent report to the United Nations found that these outcomes compound the societal disadvantages that such caregivers already faced prior to removal of their children.¹⁶⁴ After FPS intrusion, however, caregivers in the system face seemingly insurmountable “barriers to rebuilding their lives and families.”¹⁶⁵

The emerging discourse on the “return on investment” from the foster care system paints a similarly bleak picture of general market and societal detriment caused by the FPS and its deplorable outcomes. A 2019, national publication from Alia, Ecotone, and the Moxie Foundations found that essentially “investment in foster care has multiplied the future long term negative outcomes far beyond those occurring in the general population.”¹⁶⁶ Specifically, the US economy and society incurs exorbitant—and frankly, unnecessary—costs from the failing FPS in the way of legal system and public agency administration (both civil and criminal); judicial processing; incarceration and surveillance; future medical and mental health care

---


¹⁶⁵ VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN, supra note 164, at 5.

costs, including those of prospective children of foster youth; projected public benefits payments; lower lifetime earnings, which ultimately impact the national Gross Domestic Product (GDP); and maternal health and childcare costs, particularly from teen parenting by foster youth in an era of dwindling abortion rights, among multiple other lost resources and societal benefits.\textsuperscript{167} To add insult to injury, FPS actually directly impose debt upon the caregivers whom it unnecessarily targets. For example, in each state, parents are billed for the cost of foster placements, which delays family reunification.\textsuperscript{168} Likewise, in at least thirty-six states and the District of Columbia, social security survivor benefits of some children in foster care are seized to finance FPS operations.\textsuperscript{169}

On a much less transactional, pragmatic level, however, the entrenched overreach, abusiveness, and broader socioeconomic destruction of the FPS illuminates a national disregard for child well-being and family survival. Widespread youth and family empowerment in local FPS decision-making, along with insistence upon presumptions of non-intervention, should be a baseline next step for advocacy and reform. Yet, true progress in a post-Dobbs democracy ultimately means abolition of the FPS, with divestment and reinvestment of resources and realigned priorities driven by the communities that are most directly impacted.

\section*{IV. Discarded Education and Promise: The School-to-Prison Pipeline}

In the wake of the Dobbs decision, as forced parenting escalates precarity for children and families, it is imperative to examine another entrenched form of state violence that discards children in the very universal, state-sponsored locus of their development—namely, the school-to-prison pipeline. The pipeline simultaneously dehumanizes, isolates, and abuses children while depriving them of their basic rights to education, safety, and future development.

As initially discussed,\textsuperscript{170} the school-to-prison pipeline is prevalent across the nation and begins in education environments as early as

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{167} Nielsen \textit{et al.}, supra note 166, at 18.
\item \textsuperscript{169} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{170} See discussion \textit{supra} Part II.
\end{itemize}
preschool. It involves a system of policies and practices that criminalize or punish youth for typical or minor behaviors, or subjective infractions, to ultimately propel students out of school and into the juvenile and criminal legal systems.171 Students of color and students with disabilities are consistently targeted for classroom exclusion, suspension, expulsion, surveillance, and arrest.172 Although a wave of zero tolerance policies in the 1990s in schools are the most recent root of this issue, they solidified a long-standing pattern of exclusion and criminalization of marginalized students in the American education system.173 Historical contributors include persistent segregation, overpolicing, and underfunding of public education, which have all garnered rebuke from the UN Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination (CERD).174

Generally, funneling of youth of color, youth with disabilities, and LGBTQIA or GNC youth into the pipeline stems from the bias of educators and school administrators. The dimensions of bias include cultural stereotypes, racial profiling, reliance on punitive school discipline policies, and adultification—particularly of Black children—which entails the inappropriate perception that Black children are less innocent than their peers, less vulnerable, more aggressive, more savvy or devious, hypersexualized, more emotionally resilient, and more deserving of harsher punishment than White children.175 A 2020 study

---


by the National Prevention Science Coalition even found that Black preschoolers account for 47 percent of students suspended, even though they represent only 19 percent of enrollment. Yet, there is no evidence that Black children (or other youth of color) display greater or more severe misbehavior than their White counterparts. Rather, racially disparate preschool suspensions—and most other racial profiling in schools—are the direct result of adult behavior. Yet, even a child’s early origins in the pipeline could ultimately land them in long-term incarceration.


176 NAT’L PREVENTION SCI. COAL., supra note 84.

177 Id.

178 Id.

Despite changes in the sociocultural and public health context, the school-to-prison pipeline has proven resilient. Digital age approaches to punitive school discipline are nonetheless problematic. A variety of covert and invasive surveillance methods are utilized to monitor students, including social media monitoring, device monitoring, predictive analytics, and the use of police surveillance, often done without children’s or parents’ knowledge or consent. Unsurprisingly, there is also disparate digital scrutiny upon students of color and students with disabilities. Further, research reveals that zero tolerance policies and aggressive school policing have persisted despite the COVID-19 pandemic, although virtual learning somewhat disrupted the pipeline phenomenon.

America’s rejection of reproductive autonomy, coupled with our aforementioned unpreparedness for an estimated fifty thousand unwanted babies, signifies an outright investment in the damaging school-to-prison (or cradle-to-prison) pipeline. Marian Wright Edelman, president emerita of the Children’s Defense Fund, asserts that a cradle-to-prison pipeline is truly at stake because babies in poverty enter the world with multiple strikes against them: scarce prenatal care, low birthweights, teen parents, economic precarity, and less educated parents—often with absent fathers. As more risks pile on at crucial points in their development, the likelihood of a “successful transition to productive adulthood” diminishes and involvement in the criminal legal system becomes more likely. Contrary to the perspective of many in law enforcement, certain policy arenas, and certain segments of the public, maintaining police in

https://txicfw.socialwork.utexas.edu/4-things-you-need-to-know-about-the-cradle-to-prison-pipeline (last visited Nov. 13, 2023); Tracie R. Porter, *The School-to-Prison Pipeline: The Business Side of Incarcerating, Not Educating, Students in Public Schools*, 68 ARK. L. REV. 55, 81 (2015) (“This essay examines the school-to-prison pipeline through a capitalistic lens, revealing that African American and Latino students expelled, suspended, or arrested in public schools are exploited by the prison industry... [which] relies on uneducated African American... and Latino[ ] males for financial gain.”).
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183 Edelman, *supra* note 179; see also LaPres, *supra* note 179.

schools diminishes child safety and simply increases the likelihood that children will be criminalized. 185 Exclusionary, discriminatory school discipline causes immediate trauma, shame, low self-esteem, and social ostracization, especially for early-age children. 186 The pipeline is a form of structural discrimination that proves devastating to children’s short- and long-term mental health, socioemotional development, educational stability, educational achievement and future prospects, skill development, physical health, physical safety, and social viability. 187 Children mired in the pipeline are also more likely to experience subsequent family strain and FPS involvement. 188 The school-to-prison pipeline also makes children in the juvenile and criminal legal system more susceptible to abuse, assault, academic deprivation, and isolation within carceral facilities, and they are destined to suffer from the extensive collateral consequences of criminalization, including voting disenfranchisement. 189

Unfortunately, such reduced opportunities for guidance and losses of crucial classroom time reinforce the educational opportunity gap and set children on a negative trajectory that continues into


187 Blitzman, supra note 173, at 20; NAT’L PREVENTION SCL. COAL., supra note 84; Tyner, supra note 171, at 64.


189 CRADLE TO PRISON PIPELINE FACT SHEET, supra note 179, at 1–2; NAT’L PREVENTION SCL. COAL., supra note 84; ACLU, Race, Discipline, and Safety at U.S. Public Schools, supra note 172 (discussing inequitable access to academic instruction due to disparities in school discipline, and noting the “unjustifiable disparate impact on the educational and life outcomes of children of color”).
lifelong challenges for health, well-being, and economic success. In numerical terms, the American Civil Liberties Union reports that the “eleven million days of lost instruction from suspensions as disciplinary actions” in the 2015–2016 academic year alone “translates to more than [sixty thousand], more than [sixty] million hours of lost education, and billions of dollars wasted.” “[C]hildren who are expelled or suspended are as much as [ten] times more likely to drop out of high school, experience academic failure and grade retention, hold negative school attitudes, and face incarceration than those who are not.” Students with disabilities face an especially dire situation. Nationally, exclusionary discipline practices cause students with disabilities to lose instruction from “suspensions at more than twice the rate of their non-disabled peers.” Several states with the highest rates of lost school days for students with disabilities are also banning abortion with paltry investment in education or a social safety net, including Tennessee and North Carolina.

Additionally, public education system shortcomings reinforce the childhood trauma, injurious outcomes, and socioeconomic strife of the school-to-prison pipeline. Schools with the greatest propensity to criminalize their students (and to employ law enforcement on campus) also tend to lack supportive resources, including counselors, social workers, and nurses. According to federal data, tens of thousands of schools across the United States that prioritize law enforcement staffing cannot meet the basic social, emotional, or behavioral needs of their students. As of 2016, “[m]ore than [thirty-six] million students were enrolled in [fifty-five thousand] schools that did not meet the American School Counselors Association’s recommended 250:1 student-to-counselor ratio,” and the national average student-to-counselor ratio was 444:1. Schools that do  
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197 Id.; see also Daniel J. Losen & Amir Whitaker, 11 Million Days Lost: Race, Discipline, and Safety at U.S. Public Schools app. A (stating that data was collected from the 2015–16 school year).
employ counselors severely overwork them, and their caseloads are far higher than professional counseling and behavioral health associations recommend.198

V. THE PRISON INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX AND THE INCARCERATED FAMILY

A thorough discussion of the carceral system’s destructiveness for children and families is beyond the scope of this Article and is discussed extensively elsewhere. But the carceral system and its apparatuses—including the juvenile legal system, the criminal legal system, both public and privatized detention and incarceration facilities, community supervision infrastructure including nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) that sustain themselves through referrals and reporting with the juvenile and criminal legal systems, electronic surveillance, militaristic policing practices, the child support collection and enforcement system, and the immigration detention/deportation machine—are a long-standing vehicle for state violence upon marginalized children and communities, evincing racial animus and stemming directly from chattel slavery and Jim Crow.199 By just one measure of impact, the Bureau of Justice Statistics states that “[s]ince 1991, the number of children with a mother in prison has more than doubled, up 131%,” and “[t]he number of children with a father in prison has grown by 77%.”200 African Americans, Latinxs, and other people of color receive starkly disparate treatment at all stages of the carceral system despite having comparable rates of lawbreaking to Whites.201 Further, as scholar, Michele Goodwin, points out, although the Thirteenth Amendment abolished antebellum chattel slavery, it

198 See, e.g., ACLU, Race, Discipline, and Safety at U.S. Public Schools, supra note 172.


continues transforming and evolving—with our nation nevertheless condoning the slavery of people experiencing incarceration—as both states and the federal government “force prisoners” in both state and private facilities “into the modern labor conditions of slavery.” An increasing groundswell of scholarship and activism also documents the ways the carceral system incapacitates motherhood, fatherhood, and immediate and extended kinship connections, and can even sever both reproductive capacity and reproductive autonomy.

Not only does the PIC cause immediate, short-term, and long-term harm to children and family systems, it also causes many communities to remain socioeconomically and psychically devastated. Professional mental health associations are now copiously documenting and addressing the racial trauma caused by the carceral system and its constant—often mass televised or digitally repeated—police violence against communities of color.
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likewise endure the collateral consequences of criminal records upon reentry, including legally sanctioned barriers to employment, housing, and education, along with felon voter disenfranchisement, which in turn stifles their children’s prospects for well-being.\textsuperscript{206} The broader US society and economy are also tremendously damaged by the PIC.\textsuperscript{207}

VI. SHIFTING THE PARADIGM: REIMAGINING CHILD WELLBEING AND CIVIC EMPOWERMENT POST-DOBBS

In light of the current and impending turmoil that forced parenting and reproductive repression will cause, a paradigm shift is necessary to reorient notions of how our nation cognizes its purported priorities of preserving human life. Authors of the Dobbs decision, jurists, and policymakers steering measures that facilitate forced parenting ignore the actualities of the peril they cause to unplanned babies, children, caregivers, families, broader society, and the US economy. A vital paradigm shift in our understandings of preservation of life should likewise engage the framework of vulnerability theory to conceptualize the status quo landscape and reorient a future beyond the deluge of harm.\textsuperscript{208} Vulnerability theory—as particularly conceptualized by renowned feminist scholar, Martha Fineman— asserts that contrary to Western, liberal notions of individualism, the fundamental legal and political subject (actor) is a \textit{vulnerable one}.\textsuperscript{209} Dependency, fragility, and the limitations of residing in a single human body, are what fundamentally define human existence.\textsuperscript{210} Fineman and a plethora of scholars and advocates engaging vulnerability theory understand that although the human condition is


\textsuperscript{208} See Smith, Empathy Gap, supra note 3, at 2640–42 (discussing vulnerability theory).

\textsuperscript{209} Fineman, The Vulnerable Subject, supra note 5, at 262–66.
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universal and vulnerable on a global level, a complex web of institutions and networks in society still distributes privileges to certain people over others, while interdependence is inevitable throughout the law and society.\textsuperscript{211} Certain individuals and groups gain the privilege of becoming more resilient to harm and hardship, in turn gaining power to subjugate and exclude those who lack historical (and/or newfound) power and privilege.\textsuperscript{212} If anything, the lingering COVID-19 pandemic is a key historical phenomenon demonstrating inherent vulnerability across the human condition. Although low-income communities of color and women were disparately impacted and overcriminalized in the United States, while poorer nations struggled to even access vaccines and medical expertise, no one was fully immune.\textsuperscript{213} Nevertheless, vulnerability to sudden illness, death, material hardship, and extensive loss was still apparent across all segments of society.\textsuperscript{214} Ultimately, only multifaceted, broad, structural change can achieve a semblance of pervasive well-being and resilience for children, and what Fineman coins a “responsive state” is essential to eradicating problematic systems like the FPS, the school-to-prison pipeline, and

\textsuperscript{211} See Smith, No Quick Fix, supra note 22, at 38–40 (discussing Professor Fineman’s vulnerability theory in the context of commercial sexual exploitation of youth).


the carceral system, which now only perpetuate systemic oppression.\textsuperscript{215} The following recommendations begin to highlight a needed paradigm shift towards abolition of punitive systems, and reimagining a societal (and governmental) approach to children and families that centers on support, self-determination, and revitalized self-governance. Some approaches mentioned herein focus on harm reduction or mitigation, while others aim to create a world beyond oppressive systems. Ironically, our post-Dobbs democracy evinces more openness to carceral abolition, a critique of racial capitalism, and scrutiny of government overreach than many other prior eras in the United States.\textsuperscript{216} In fact, widespread instances of youth and community

\textsuperscript{215} See Fineman, The Vulnerable Subject, supra note 5, at 269-275 (discussing the meaning and potential of a “responsive state” and social institutions that can bolster human “resilience in relation to . . . human vulnerability”).

While several prevailing American myths currently impede the establishment of a state more responsive to the vulnerable subject, the challenge is to think beyond current ideological constraints and consider the possibility of an active state in nonauthoritarian terms. This theoretical task of reconceptualizing the role of the state requires that [society] imagine responsive structures whereby state involvement actually empowers a vulnerable subject by addressing existing inequalities of circumstances that result from undue privilege or institutional advantage.

mobilization towards FPS and carceral abolition, reparations movements, and justice reinvestment are burgeoning across the country, while legal transformation occurs in both small and significant ways, even as major attempts at suppression and austerity persist.  

A. Fortifying the Social Safety Net

While abundant scholarship, advocacy, and policymaking focus on fortifying the social safety net, a few key developments aim to eradicate the harmful systems mentioned herein, and to reimagine a sociolegal landscape that prioritizes resilience-building instead of individualism, profit-making, and privatization. The Casey Family Foundation, a premier policy advocacy and service provision organization regarding foster systems and youth justice, reiterates:

Helping families address basic needs . . . is an effective way to prevent child maltreatment and involvement with child welfare, and is in keeping with the social determinants of health and the widespread understanding that children must be supported within the context of their families, and families within their communities and cultures.  

Similarly, Boston University social work and social welfare professors, Astraea Augsberger and Mary Elizabeth Collins, contend that true progress “require[s] a more robust safety net and the authorities taking a more constructive approach to supporting parents of children deemed to be experiencing neglect or abuse.” These authors and many others recommend bolstering public benefits and social programs to enable caregivers to weather the financial and...
personal challenges they may face, including boosting federal funding for child care (as two former treasury secretaries have proposed); expanding eligibility for the Child Tax Credit; facilitating affordable housing; broadening medical and mental health services and supports; providing employment assistance; and increasing legal services.\textsuperscript{220}

Likewise, scholars, Clare Huntington, Lynn Lu, and many others, examine other transformative changes that can have major impacts on children, communities, and the market by creating a baseline of stability and resilience across the populace.\textsuperscript{221} They assert that it is neither unfeasible nor outlandish for the United States to consistently provide direct resources, like universal basic income (UBI) to American families in the manner of other socialized democracies or restore a monthly payment approach that decreased poverty briefly during the pandemic.\textsuperscript{222} Likewise, paid family and medical leave and other social programs should be institutionalized on a national level.\textsuperscript{223} If anything, in recent years the United States has implemented certain social policies that seemed previously unimaginable since the New Deal era, such as the American Rescue Plan.\textsuperscript{224} Those occurrences
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\textsuperscript{224} See \textit{The American Rescue Plan Passed—Now What?}, \textit{The White House: Blog} (Mar. 10, 2021), https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/blog/2021/03/10/the-american-rescue-plan-passed-now-what. "[The American Rescue Plan] is significantly bolder than the response to the Great Recession in 2009" because it includes increased health-care subsidies and funding for rent and mortgage assistance, childcare, and farm aid, along with other vital supports. \textit{The American Rescue Plan, Explained},
offer hope and tools for better innovation on the local, state, and federal levels.

B. Family-Policing System: Mitigating Harm

A variety of front- and back-end interventions can stave off the flood of marginalized children and families that are propelled into FPS in each US jurisdiction, even if such interventions do not independently achieve large-scale change or system abolition. As daily state violence is inflicted, reunification is an essential first step.225 Robust scholarship and advocacy has begun to recommend curtailing mandated reporting of child maltreatment in order to reduce unnecessary investigations and family separation on the front end.226 Similarly, efforts towards reforming child maltreatment (or domestic incident) registries address the back end of the FPS, to mitigate the harm caused when caregivers languish on a registry for as long as two decades after a mere report or investigation with devastating collateral consequences.227 Also known as expungement, registry reform can at least hasten caregivers’ return to the workforce, facilitate better care for children, and minimize the long-term precarity that would otherwise result as long as maltreatment allegations persist in a discriminatory, abusive system.228

Instituting a presumption of nonintervention by the state in all non-egregious maltreatment scenarios, and altering threshold legal standards for family surveillance, are also vital baseline changes to prevent harm at the front end of the FPS and keep children from unnecessary exposure altogether. The Statewide Central Register (SCR) reform that occurred in New York also includes initiatives that can significantly reduce an influx of families into the system, including


225 DETTLAFF ET AL., supra note 21, at 10.


227 See, e.g., Franklin & Paige, supra note 226; Gottlieb, supra note 226.

statutory changes that raise “the standard of evidence that [child protective services] (CPS) must utilize in determining whether to indicate a report of alleged child abuse or maltreatment that [would be] accepted by the SCR.”229 The New York report substantiation standard was thus elevated “from ‘some credible evidence’ to ‘a fair preponderance of the evidence.’”230 Yet, higher burdens of proof and revamped evidentiary standards are needed in all aspects of the FPS—especially the “best interests of the child” standard.231 In one trailblazing instance of judicial defense of families against the FPS, the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania recently ruled that “nothing short of probable cause, guided by the traditional principles that govern its federal and state constitutional limitations, will suffice when a trial court makes a determination as to whether or not to authorize” a home visit by child welfare personnel.232 The court held that “the Fourth Amendment applies equally whether the government official is a police officer conducting a criminal investigation or a caseworker conducting a civil child welfare investigation.”233 Yet caseworkers outside of Pennsylvania still have extreme levels of discretion and investigatory powers despite their proven bias and misconceptions.234 Other burgeoning, innovative legal advocacy has instituted or championed Miranda warnings for CPS home visits and early legal defense programs for families at the initial stage of contact with CPS, to stop unnecessary investigations from proceeding at the front end; guaranteed legal representation for parents in every state; and required informed consent to drug test pregnant people and their newborns.235
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C. Family-Policing and Carceral System Abolition

“[A]bolition is not a one-and-done ordeal. It is an ongoing, evolving process with the liberation and self-determination of all peoples in mind.”
— Karis Clark\(^{236}\)

“In abolitionist organizing, we foster new relations, developing new configurations of care and justice-making that demand, rehearse and manifest the world we want. Prison abolition is about making a world composed of everything we are denied when “security” is presented as the solution to all ills. . . . [J]ustice-making [is] the work of making a place.”
— Kelly Hayes\(^{237}\)

“The abolition of family policing should be at the top of the left’s agenda. A growing movement to dismantle the family regulation system led by parents and youth who have been ensnared in it is already charting the way. . . . [These activists] advocate [to] shift government funds away from coercive interventions . . . toward putting resources directly in parents’ hands. And . . . community-based approaches to support families and keep children safe. As with prison abolition, the aim is not to reform the child protection system; the aim is to replace it with a society that attends to children’s welfare in a radically different way.”
— Professor Dorothy Roberts\(^{238}\)

“[T]here is no abolition land . . . that we’re getting to . . . there is only an ongoing set of processes that will allow us to have better responses to what I see as inevitabl[e] . . . we’re going to constantly harm each other because we’re human beings . . . . And so my interest as a PIC abolitionist, it’s just always been an abolition rooted in transformative justice . . . I’m constantly interested in relationship, and harm. And harm defined, not as crime, but harm . . . .”
— Mariame Kaba\(^{239}\)

\(^{236}\) Clark, supra note 16.

\(^{238}\) Roberts, Abolish Family Policing, Too, supra note 235, at 69.

\(^{239}\) Harm, Punishment, and Abolition with Mariame Kaba, FINDING OUR WAY (July 5, 2021), https://www.findingourwaypodcast.com/individual-episodes/s2e12.
A paradigm shift towards FPS and carceral abolition signifies not only a commitment to eradicating structural oppression and systemic harm but also an investment in a more robust vision of life-affirming support to build empowerment and resilience among marginalized children and communities. It is somewhat remarkable that even as attention to carceral abolition has increased, progressive politicians and the mainstream media continue to overlook the destructiveness of the FPS and the need for its abolition.\(^{240}\) Often, calls for PIC abolition reflexively involve simultaneous demands for increased social services funding and connections, though those measures would undoubtedly expand the discretion and overreach of the FPS.\(^{241}\) In terms of perspective, abolitionist approaches may concretely address both front- and back-end concerns, as well as issues and dimensions far beyond existing systems themselves.\(^{242}\) Abolitionist approaches to the FPS and carceral system aim to prevent possible maltreatment from arising in the first place—by both the state and individuals responsible for the care of children and families. Further, abolition means addressing the challenges presented when incidents, crises, and hardships arise for children and families, along with creating a world in which the social safety net and empowering interventions ensure that such pitfalls are less likely to occur.

It remains critical to ask key questions regarding dismantling the FPS, including: what responses and interventions (if any) are utilized when White families experience similar incidents, crises, and challenges? Overwhelmingly, White families simply maintain the right to experience accidents—which will inevitably occur in a household with children—to encounter personal and caregiving challenges (including substance misuse), and to even undergo an unfortunate period of intrafamilial conflict that might warrant support. For example, myriad studies reveal that doctors (and caseworkers and judges) scrutinize non-White caregivers more closely.\(^{243}\) One Philadelphia hospital study found that Black and Latinx toddlers with fractures were over five

\(^{240}\) See Roberts, Abolish Family Policing, Too, supra note 235, at 67.

\(^{241}\) See id. at 69.

\(^{242}\) See, e.g., Intercepted, supra note 15 (describing expansive and multi-faceted abolitionist visions and activity, including divergent “frontline demand[s],” such as large-scale “massive divestment-reinvestment” efforts and meticulous accountability processes to respond to police killings and violence upon communities); Clark, supra note 16.

times more likely to be evaluated for maltreatment and over three times more likely to be reported to the FPS than White children with comparable injuries.\textsuperscript{244} In turn, racial disparities in the FPS reinforce the stereotypical notion that people of color “are incapable of governing themselves” and require formal supervision.\textsuperscript{245} Frequently, White families steer clear of FPS scrutiny by quietly connecting to either privatized or public supports and counseling; making strengths-based inquiries about their own aspirations and needs; and finding opportunities for personal, economic, and professional progress, while avoiding the pathologizing of their longer term caregiving capacity.\textsuperscript{246}

One of the most radical, broad-based efforts towards FPS abolition involves both a proposal for massive legal change and empowerment among impacted families as the goal—vis-à-vis coalition-building itself. The movement to repeal the federal Adoption and Safe Families Act (“#RepealASFA”) aims to dismantle the FPS at its legislative core. As the primary federal law that administers, maintains, and fiscally incentivizes oppressive family policing, ASFA single-handedly upholds the disempowerment of marginalized children and families and creates the harsh countdown of twenty-two months towards TPS (the family death penalty)\textsuperscript{247} when a caregiver allegedly fails to fulfill certain requirements, often due to a dearth of state resources, programs, or providers who consider disability accessibility.\textsuperscript{248} #RepealASFA describes ASFA as “a legal infrastructure that entrenches a dominant culture of family separation.”\textsuperscript{249} As a “multi year, multi state, grassroots effort” towards

\textsuperscript{244} Id.
\textsuperscript{245} Id.
\textsuperscript{246} “Social work professor Duncan Lindsey calls this [defect of the FPS] the ‘residual approach’ to child welfare because state intervention is [seen] as a last resort to be invoked only” when families are already in crisis, purportedly “rescuing children who have been mistreated by deficient parents,” after the family exhausts all resources at its disposal. Id. Accordingly, a family’s ability to avoid the FPS depends on their privilege to access supportive resources. See id. But in a reimagined landscape, the role of government could focus on ensuring the broader health and welfare of all families. See id.
\textsuperscript{247} Repeal ASFA, REPEAL ASFA [hereinafter Repeal ASFA], https://www.repealasfa.org (last visited Nov. 14, 2023).
\textsuperscript{248} See DETTLAFF ET AL., supra note 21, at 9; Repeal ASFA, supra note 247; LAURA RADEL & EMILY MADDEN, U.S. DEP’T HEALTH & HUM. SERVS., FREEING CHILDREN FOR ADOPTION WITHIN THE ADOPTION AND SAFE FAMILIES ACT TIMELINE: PART 1—THE NUMBERS 1 (2021) (detailing ASFA timelines and their problematic nature).
\textsuperscript{249} Who Are We?, REPEAL ASFA [hereinafter Who Are We?], https://www.repealasfa.org/who-we-are (last visited Nov. 14, 2023).
family liberation.\textsuperscript{250} \#RepealASFA began in 2019 with a “convening called, ‘Fighting for Family’ co-hosted by the National Council for Incarcerated and Formerly Incarcerated Women and Girls.”\textsuperscript{251} First predominantly comprised of mothers and people of color, \#RepealASFA leverages lived experience expertise and focuses on “build[ing] out solidarity against family separation tactics.”\textsuperscript{252}

Other important initiatives to empower youth and marginalized communities include positive youth development programs\textsuperscript{253} and leadership and capacity-building programs for both youth and adults, to ensure that policy and decision-making in the prevailing system is driven by the lived expertise of those directly impacted.\textsuperscript{254} Parent advocacy within the system has become a significant factor in efforts to dismantle the FPS. The American Bar Association now holds convenings about parent representation to emphasize interdisciplinary representation and lived experience expertise in family legal defense work.\textsuperscript{255} As \textit{Rise Magazine} points out, across the country, birth parents’ leadership roles and expertise are improving how the FPS system treats parents and shifting longer-term outcomes.\textsuperscript{256} Such leadership may involve “meeting with child welfare
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\item[254] \textit{See Augsberger & Collins}, supra note 168 (“We’ve also observed that it helps when authorities engage parents as partners committed to the well-being of their own kids. For example, there are peer mentoring programs for parents that are building trusting and supportive relationships. One such example is Minnesota One-Stop for Communities Parent Mentor Program, a grassroots nonprofit developed by [Black] mothers.”).
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staff, training caseworkers, speaking at conferences, running support groups, and working at foster care agencies as parent advocates.\textsuperscript{257} While these approaches warrant further scrutiny in the face of potential tokenism, Augsberger and Collins lift up the work child welfare agencies have done to establish parental advisory boards in twenty-six states, as these panels involve parents who provide “feedback” to systems based on their lived experiences.\textsuperscript{258} The Family First Prevention Services Act, signed by President Donald Trump in 2018, limits use of federal funds to “only the first two weeks of group care placements,” so that systems must make stronger efforts to keep families together.\textsuperscript{259} Yet, frontline advocates have significant critiques of this top-down approach that makes only incremental change.\textsuperscript{260}

D. Divest/Reinvest and Reparations: Harm Mitigation and Abolitionist Transformation

Reimagining the sociolegal landscape on child and family wellbeing and starting anew likewise involves redistributing resources—namely, divesting from the exorbitant maintenance costs of oppressive systems and institutions and reinvesting in communities directly impacted by those systems, while also engaging a system of reparations for historical and continued harm. Such approaches are considered highly empowering to individuals and communities as well, as they relinquish state overreach and entrust impacted people with the resources for self-determination.\textsuperscript{261} Just as FPS spending is done

\textsuperscript{257} Id.; see also Family Advocate, Family Defense Practice, NON-PROFITS JOB Bd. (Sept. 2022), https://nynonprofits.com/job/center-for-family-representation-inc-family-advocate-family-defense-practice.
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\textsuperscript{261} See, e.g., Matthew Nuttle, ‘They’re Our Kids’ Proposed Bill Would Give $1,000 Monthly Stipend to Kids Aging Out of Foster Care, ABC NEWS (May 11, 2021, 2:34 PM), https://www.abc10.com/article/news/local/california/california-foster-care-thousand-dollars-stipend-sb739/103-5dc30668-2e86-497b-9d5e-23694011a43c (“This approach says, ‘Let’s try something different. Let’s try empowering them by giving them a stipend of $1,000 a month,’ which we believe will keep a large percentage of them out of the systems we want them to stay out of, like the justice system[,]’); Reparations, M4BL, https://m4bl.org/policy-platforms/reparations (last visited Nov. 14, 2023); M4BL, REPARATIONS NOW TOOLKIT 12 (2019) [hereinafter REPARATIONS NOW TOOLKIT].
on the federal, state, and local levels, divest/reinvest strategies should be multifaceted. Dorothy Roberts points out that “[i]n 2019 [alone], the federal government . . . devoted $8.6 billion to maintaining children in foster care—more than ten times the amount allocated to services aimed at” maintaining family cohesion.262 Although analysis of diverse, promising divestment/reinvestment and reparations initiatives is beyond the scope of this work, several aspects merit at least a brief discussion.

Importantly, the Movement for Black Lives ("M4BL") distinguishes divestment/reinvestment from reparations approaches—asserting that reparations requires “specific forms of repair to specific individuals, groups of people, or nations for specific harms they have experienced.”263 Yet, M4BL likewise argues that both “strategies are essential to our collective liberation and well-being.”264 As a tool for dismantling entrenched, structural, and institutional discrimination, divestment/reinvestment approaches often span systems, due to the interconnected nature of the FPS, school-to-prison pipeline, and the PIC, and over-intrusion upon the same marginalized families and neighborhoods. Political will to enact reparations for family separation, parenting denied, and overcriminalization has increased in recent years, although support for broader reparations for slavery remains controversial.265 The current FPS is the legacy of “state-sponsored involuntary and coerced sterilization” of people of color, which occurred “at the height of the US eugenics movement”.266 Thus far, successful reparations measures to compensate survivors of forced sterilization provide a blueprint for family-policing reparations.267 As of summer 2023, “three US states [had] provided financial reparations for state-sponsored . . . sterilization. Ultimately, the fight for RJ, reparations, and revitalized US democracy requires deep
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understanding of “the historical contexts in which these fights started.”

Another promising—though very modest—model for FPS reparations is the resolution reached in the city of Chicago. Chicago’s reparations package for survivors of police torture included a $5.5 million fund (significantly less than the $20 million the torture victims originally requested); a formal apology from city council; creation of a permanent memorial recognizing the victims; an agreement to teach public school students about the torture case in 8th and tenth grade history; free city college tuition and job training to survivors and their families; and funded mental health and counseling services to victims and their immediate family members.

The abolitionist organization UpEnd, along with many other advocates and scholars, articulated basic guidelines towards FPS reparations. UpEnd’s recommendations are as follows: direct financial assistance to address the physical, social, and economic costs that result from family-policing intervention and a “sustainable mechanism to identify and stop harms done to individuals and communities financially, environmentally, and socially.”

Implementing a reparations framework likewise includes “five elements—repair, restoration, acknowledgment, cessation, and nonrepetition.”
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that oppressive forms of “help” are not recreated. Proponents of reparations essentially advance “policies that shift government funds away from coercive interventions in families, toward putting resources directly in parents’ hands.” Where Native American families are concerned, “[r]eparations [also] include[] honoring and supporting tribal sovereignty” and investing in the “housing, health, and education services . . . promised in past trusts and treaties.”

Just as the FPS and PIC cause devastation to children, adults, and broader society, promising approaches to harm mitigation and reparations occasionally target particular sub-sets of survivors. Advocates across the nation are looking to California’s leadership as that state implements the first reparations-type initiatives focused on former foster youth. California now has a state-funded UBI program providing direct, regular income to several marginalized populations. One stream of income assists people who aged out of foster care and face immense challenges obtaining housing, entering the workforce, learning independent living, and coping with the trauma of family separation and FPS exposure. Laudably, California state legislators openly remarked upon the state’s responsibility for dismal FPS long-term outcomes, explaining “they’re our kids,” who require direct remuneration and further support. Various California counties had initially implemented such UBI programs for former foster youth, with a Los Angeles program providing $1,000 each month for two years, citing a forward-looking “goal of [facilitating] ‘financial stability, the alleviation of stress, the completion of deferred schooling, and participation in one’s
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community. Alameda County, South San Francisco, and Santa Clara launched similar programs. Former foster youth in California also “receive [eighteen] months of support through a $25 million program funded by the California Department of Social Services.” Other “guaranteed income projects [across] the state are overseen by” a nonprofit organization that provided “between $600 and $1,200 per month” to youth who have aged out of foster care.

E. Triage: Clogging the School-to-Prison Pipeline Through Legal Initiatives

As long as the school-to-prison pipeline persists, legal measures attacking select functions of the system are unlikely to transform child well-being or educational outcomes. Nevertheless, various legal measures can mitigate short-term harm and slow the daily flood of students into the pipeline, and towards lingering disconnection from school and community. The aforementioned federal and state lawsuits are one such important approach. Other legal approaches include holistic juvenile defense, which increasingly involves educational advocacy to help target the root causes and consequences of the pipeline, as well as the underlying (often nonlegal) issues pushing youth into the legal system. As attorneys become better versed on young clients’ specific educational history, needs, and rights in school discipline, special education, and delinquency proceedings, their respective firms may also support the youth and their families with enhanced self-advocacy tools. Accordingly, some practitioners demand fiscal and legal reforms to better fund educational advocacy as an integral aspect of the public defense system.

Other legal initiatives that combat the school-to-prison pipeline includes efforts to formally recognize the pipeline as a mitigating
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factor in juvenile sentencing decisions. Connecticut-based advocates rely on the state’s historical and constitutional commitment to provide adequate and equal education to its children, “as well as the Connecticut Supreme Court’s interpretation of the” education clause, which grants a fundamental right to education and the state’s affirmative obligation to educate. Essentially, one Connecticut advocate proposes that the state must take into account its own failure to educate (and its role in increasing children’s likelihood of criminal involvement) when sentencing juvenile offenders, and thus must provide youth with a second chance to receive the benefits of education that they were denied. Other notable (though modest) legal steps towards changing punitive school discipline includes allowing court-appointed advocates to represent children in school exclusion hearings and raising the minimum age of juvenile court jurisdiction.

F. #BooksNotBars: Dismantling the Pipeline Through Education and Empowerment

Ultimately, however, only systemic change can dismantle the school-to-prison pipeline, and legal fixes alone are an insufficient pathway to abolition. Fortunately, a groundswell of advocacy and scholarship has led to new legislation on multiple levels, revised school codes of conduct, and less “use of suspensions, expulsions, and other exclusionary practices”—“efforts [made] by education officials and policymakers.” Jurisdictions such as St. Louis, Oakland, Seattle, Denver, and Minneapolis have significantly divested resources away from school policing, largely due to the bold activism of youth and families, to instead reinvest in community-based programming and
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youth leadership.\textsuperscript{292} Some school districts are taking the initiative to creatively reform their own policies and practices, remove law enforcement from schools, and promote restorative justice.\textsuperscript{293} Likewise, impacted families have become more empowered to take on anti-racist leadership roles on school boards, stage demonstrations, and build coalitions across ethnic and racial lines, as well as insist on more self-governance within local school districts—despite school boards and localities being hotly contested battlegrounds for anti-racist education, youth access to information and literature, and other social justice and civil rights concerns.\textsuperscript{294}

Further, noncarceral approaches provide a true alternative to punitive school discipline. Noncarceral approaches that improve student behavior and create safe, supportive school climates include healing-centered schools, “School-Wide Positive Behavior Interventions and Supports” (“PBIS”),\textsuperscript{295} and restorative justice—a philosophy focused on peer accountability, reconciliation, and community-building rather than punishment.\textsuperscript{296} Such approaches are radical alternatives to address the structural inequities of the school
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\textsuperscript{296} Cf. Smith, Crossroads, supra note 22, at 840–41. Restorative justice is a collaborative and holistic approach to resolving conflicts and repairing harm, which can serve as an alternative to the school-to-prison pipeline and foster a positive and supportive school climate. See id. at 839. Trademark principles and practices of restorative justice include healing circles and peace communities. See id.
system and prevent the school-to-prison pipeline.297 Currently, nearly two decades of best practices have emerged with the goal of dismantling the pipeline and instituting noncarceral responses to student misbehavior and positive school climates. Vital endeavors include removing police from schools, limiting school exclusion and arrest to only the most egregious offenses, replacing zero tolerance policies with strength-based alternatives, investing more in mental health resources to promote school safety and student development, and reviving “the 2014 Department of Education Guidelines on school discipline.”298 Notably, education advocates are also calling on the Biden Administration to expand the US Department of Education to include an Office of School Discipline and Safety, which could address the school-to-prison pipeline and promote more innovative, multidisciplinary approaches to school safety across the country.299

Lastly, community empowerment and dismantling the pipeline also necessitates attention to the deeper problems in the US public education administration and curricula today. Many scholars and advocates are demanding that the K-12 curricula and school administration include more parent-school partnerships; robust civics education; consent education and boundary awareness; education about digital age (online/tech) citizenship; education about various dimensions of violence and gender-based harms; and medically accurate sex education—which in turn is a vital policy solution reducing unwanted pregnancies.300

297 See id. at 840–41; see also Iocono, supra note 173, at 183, 185 (regarding the challenges and opportunities of implementing restorative justice in schools, especially in the aftermath of the COVID-19 pandemic).

298 Blitzman, supra note 173, at 22; cf. Froelich, supra note 180, at 135 (discussing mental health resources); Tyner, supra note 171, at 80 (discussing restorative justice).

299 See McNeal, supra note 182, at 664.

G. Reclaiming Democracy: Prioritizing Community Self-Governance and Participatory Budgeting

In order for us to free our imagination, we need new forms of social relations and new forms of democracy. I mean real democracy. We keep saying democracy is in crisis, but it’s voting that’s in crisis. And that’s a serious thing. . . . But what does it mean to go to a people’s assembly and make a decision about the city budget? What does it mean to make decisions not by choosing who’s going to decide for you but by making decisions about things like energy or land use?301

To create a future without oppressive systems of state violence against children and families, impacted communities and the broader populace need to expand their commitment to liberation and democracy writ large. Although a thorough discussion of revitalized self-governance is far beyond the scope of this Article, several examples illustrate the breadth of possibilities. As historian Robin D.G. Kelley argues, recent events in the cities of Jackson, Mississippi and Detroit, Michigan are inspiring.302 In Detroit, diverse residents are finding resourceful ways towards sustainability, self-governance, and community building.303 Residents have created their own energy grids against the privately owned energy company and banded together to create energy sources using community land grants.304 Although the state and local administrations are challenged in many ways, residents themselves are organizing companies to provide low-income housing and extending community farming to minimize the privatization of land.305 High school students are likewise engaging in projects to utilize what Kelley coins “human energy” to produce usable electricity.306 Rejecting the installation of law enforcement cameras, Detroit residents have insisted that elders are a safer, nonviolent source of “community protection” as they sit on porches and watch over children and the neighborhood.307 These efforts also naturally
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cultivate intergenerational knowledge transfer and mentorship.\textsuperscript{308} Likewise, endeavors like participatory budgeting are proliferating across the country and rejecting the COVID Capitalism direction of austerity measures and general voter suppression.\textsuperscript{309}

CONCLUSION

Despite the promising approaches that can further the abolition of oppressive systems harming children, realism and pragmatism are important. Especially in a post-Trump era, the rule of law is consistently under attack and youth activists are astute enough to craft movements that both utilize legal strategies and reject the salience of systems built on exploitation, violence, White supremacy, and feigned neutrality.\textsuperscript{310} If nothing else, a both-and outlook is pragmatic and cathartic. A both-and outlook holds space for multiple paths forward, given the need for both long-term, structural change and short-term approaches to stem the daily tide of harm that systems cause the children and families embroiled within them.\textsuperscript{311} Advocates and stakeholders can better harness existing legal tools to ensure prevention, decarceration, and harm reduction, while still maintaining the chief goal of abolition—dismantling and divestment from oppressive systems and insistence upon re-imagined alternatives. As visionaries like Mariame Kaba, Robin D.G. Kelley, and Ruthie Wilson Gilmore point out, our collective imagination is tainted by a limited understanding of how past transformations occurred and what reimagining can really signify.\textsuperscript{312} Kaba asserts, “I know that our ancestors, who were slaves, could not have imagined my life.”\textsuperscript{313}
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Similarly, although entrenched oppression, apathy, and misinformation remain pervasive, the multiracial present is a profoundly positive transformation from antebellum America. It is no less critical to imagine a future for abolition that is far more life-affirming than the present day—especially wherein today’s children take the reins and create anew.